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One TcyBe Queen 
The Homecoming Queen candidates, from left, are Sandra 
Jones, Shannon Logan, Connie Haney, Nancy Vater, Jackie 
Schoulthles, Beverly Doty, Deborah Cox, Sherry Faulkner, 
Diana Moore, Linda Atkinson, Nancy Ruck, Sandy Reeves, 
Jamie Mullins, and yield Del Vecchlo. Not pictured la Sue 
Anne Owens. The candidates win be presented tomorrow 
night at the Homecoming Dance and will ride in Saturday 
morning's Homecoming Parade. The Queen will be crowned 
during pre-game ceremonies beginning at 1:30 p.m. Saturday. 
The 15 candidates were selected Monday in a campus-wide 
election. 
(Staff Photo by Craig Clover) 
'Fantasia' To Begin Tomorrow 
Western 
Grid Foe 
Eastern's 1969 Homecoming will begin tomorrow 
with the theme "Fantasia." 
Highlights of the two-day affair will be a semi- 
formal dance with Richmond's Exiles, a parade wi^h 
approximately 60 units and the crowning of the Home-., 
coming Queen before Eastern tangles with rival West- 
em at new Hanger Field. 
And James W. Thurman, di- (SEE RELATED STORIES,' . 
rector of alumni affairs estt- THIS PAGE AND PAGE NINE.) 
mated for The Progress Tuesday An alumni executive commit- 
that a record crowd of several tee meeting at 9 a.m. will begin 
thousand alumni may be here-       Saturday's  events.  Alumni reg- 
Tbe weekend's festivities will  istration also will begin   at 9 
begin tomorrow at 7 p.m. with a 
pep rally forming at Weaver 
Grill sad moving via a "snake 
dance" to the north end of the 
stadium for a bonfire. 
The dance will be from 9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m. in the Student Union 
Cafeteria and will close tomor- 
row's activities. 
Paper Offers 
$100 Reward 
The Progress is 
offering $100 to 
anyone providing 
information leading 
to the arrest, and 
conviction, of per- 
sona stealing from 
cars parked on Uni- 
versity property, in 
[particular taking 
stereo tape players 
and tapes. 
Any such infor- 
mation should be 
submitted to one of 
The Progress co- 
editors, 4th floor, 
Jones Building, who 
will then notify pro- 
per University au- 
thorities. 
In the Student Union lobby. 
The Homecoming Parade will 
begin at 10 a.m. and Include 33 
floats, at least six bands and 
the 15 candidates for Homecom- 
ing Queen. 
Two events are scheduled for 
U a.m. 
A cornerstone-laying cere- 
mony wiU be atthe new stadium^ 
with participants being the Board 
of Regents: Eastern President 
Robert B, Martin, Dr. Ned L. 
Warren, chairman of the Division 
of Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation and Athletics; Rob- 
ert W.j Posey director of the 
School of Law Enforcement; Col- 
onel Joseph L. Pliant, professor 
of military science; Mr. Glenn 
E. Presnell, athletic director, 
and Dr. Thomas F. Stovall vice 
president   for academic affairs. 
A concert In Van Peursem 
Pavilion also Is scheduled for 
11a.m. 
A -coffee for home economics 
alumnae sad their husbands will 
last from 10:30. a.m. until noon 
In Room 108, Burrler Building. 
A buffet luncheon will be at 
UgO In the Student Union cafet- 
eria. 
A reunion luncheon of "old 
vet's villagers," former stu- 
dents who lived In Veteran's VU- 
lage at Eastern, also la sched- 
uled for ll:»0 in a private dih^ 
ing   room at the student union. 
Gates at new Hanger Field 
will open at noon. Pre-game 
ceremonies,    Including        the 
(Coatlaaed en Page Twelve) 
15 Vying 
For Queen 
One of 15 candidates will be crowned Homecoming 
Queen Saturday prior to Eastern's game with Western. 
The 15 were selected Monday by students from a 
list of nominees which had been submitted by campus 
organizations. 
An off-campus panel of three judges will select 
the Queen. 
Sophomore    Linda   Atkinson,   cwENS,  Oratorio Choir and Chi 
sponsored by Clay Hall,lsahome omega Sorority, 
economics major. From Louis-      Jamie Lynn Mullins, sponsored 
ville,  she  is a member of Al-   by  AUSA, is a senior business 
pba Gamma Delta sorority, a 
staff member of the Milestone and 
a  member  of Student  Council. 
Also from Louisville, Deborah 
Lynn Cox, freshman, Is an ele- 
mentary education major. She la Stanford. 
education major from ML Ver- 
non. She is treasurer for Al- 
pha Delta Pi sorority. 
Sue   Anne   Owens,  a  senior, 
is a   recreaUon    major    from 
Turned Carpenter 
Many co-eds were initiated into the carpenter_ranks  this 
week with work on Homecoming floats at the Hi $   ware- 
house next to Maroon  Bowling  Lanes.  Saturday's Home- 
coming Parade will begin at 10 a.m. (Photo by Greg Whalen) 
sponsored by Case Hall. 
Vicki DelVecchio, sophomore 
from Ashland, Is an elementary 
education major. Representing 
Alpha Delta Pi sorority, her 
activities include Eastern Dance 
Theater and CWENS. 
Omega Phi Psi's candidate, 
Beverly Ann Doty, is a Junior 
from Paint Lick. Majoring In 
social work, she Is a member 
of Delta Theta sorority. 
Junior Sherry Allyson Faulk- 
ner is a drama and speech 
major from Walton. Sponsored 
by Delta Upsilon fraternity, she 
is a member of Chi Omega so- 
rority. 
Connie Haney, sophomore from 
New Boston, Ohio, is a physical 
educaUon and health major. She •>;.;•: 
is a member of KYMA.HPERand 5' 
Kappa Delta Sorority. An East- ■ 
"era   Colonel  cheerleader, Con- 
nie's sponsor is KYMA. 
Representing Delta ThetaSo- gj 
rority, senior Sandra Lee Jones :::: 
is an elementary educaUon major S 
from Stanford. She serves as sec- §:    registered for soro- 
retary for Delti and for :       rf£   ^^  must  at- 
tend an orientation 
meeting next Wed- 
nesday from 7 to 
9:45 p.m. in Room, 
108, Crabbe Lib- 
rary. 
Further     details 
Senior Sandy Reeves is a music 
educaUon   major  from  Wheel- 
wright.  She  Is a majorette for 
the  Marching  Maroons and  a 
member of MENC. 
Sponsored by Phi Delta Theta,. 
sophomore Nancy Ruck is abusi- 
ness major from Cincinnati. She 
is  secretary for the Interdorm 
Council. 
Jackie       Lynn    Schoulthles, - 
sophomore, is a physical edu- 
cation major from BeUevue. Her 
sponsor is Walters Hall. 
Sophomore Nancy Vater is a 
physical educaUon major from 
Pittsburgh, Pa. Sponsored by 
Kappa Phi Delta sorority, she 
Is a cheerleader and a member 
of KYMA. 
Meeting 
Required 
Co-eds who have 
t  
the University Ensemble. 
Shannon  Logan, senior,  is a j:j: 
physical educaUon   major from :jj 
Wheelwright Sponsored by Kap- & 
pa Delta sorority,  she Is also i 
a majorette for Eastern's March- 
ing Maroons. 
McGregor   Hall's   candidate, 
Diana Moore, is a speech path- „ 
ology major from Pikeviile. The 8     are on rage 11. 
Junior  girl's acttviUes  Include ^:?ft«S8W:¥?S¥:W8iRBiW 
sflHsVL^B^Hsi to 
n^n^n^n^n^n^nT* 
S. 
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Homecoming '69 
• =>■■ 
That October Weekend Is 
HOMECOMING is that special time of 
the year when Eastern's campus assumes 
an atmosphere of excitement and spon- 
taneity. 
The time of year when parades and par- 
ties, reunions and pep rallies, and various 
other activities become the order of the day 
rather than the exception. 
The time of the year which will see the 
4}rd renewal of one of the most intense 
college football rivalries in the nation to- 
day. 
As has been the case in the past, HOME- 
COMING promises to be the spirited, 
eventful two days which has become char- 
acteristic of this one weekend in October. 
For possibly the only time during the 
year, students leave their suitcases in the 
dorm on a Friday afternoon, and become an 
active participant in campus wide activities. 
For once the theoretical, "gung-ho" element 
of "school spirit," "rah-rah," "yea team,'* 
etc., seems to abound in every aspect of 
campus life. 
Dorm decorations, enthusiastic support 
at the football game, and a multitude of 
other factors seem to set these days apart 
from the typical fall football weekend, or 
from any other weekend. 
For most, the gripes, grades, and dis- 
content are set aside for the moment, as 
they take a back seat to the diverse events 
which suddenly seem much more important 
to the student. 
For freshmen, who have spent the better 
part of six weeks becoming accustomed to 
the various problems and traumas of col- 
lege life, they now have the opportunity 
to 'spread their wings" and experience die 
fabled Homecoming weekend, their first 
[HlHI 
Give Us A Chance 
By JOE EDWARDS 
Good morning, ma'am. I hope I didn't 
get you up or disturb your housework. I'm 
selling a wide variety of magazines and 
working my way through college. May I 
coftie in, please? • ....-, 
• Well 1 just dunno. I've heard about you 
college students1.  You're all alike. 
I mean you no harm, ma'am, I'm merely 
trying to finance... 
Well you're all alike and the craziest 
bunch of people I ever saw. I just don't know 
what you young'ns are comin' to. 
What do you mean, ma'am? 
Like that moraturem or whatever it was. 
Silliest thing I ever heard of. My husband 
was in World War II and we never had 
such goins on then. Don't you have any 
respect for our boys over there? 
Yes, ma'am, that was the whole idea... 
Well you should have seen it on TV. 
It was all a bunch of long-haired hippies. 
All they want to do is stir things up. Hair 
down to their shoulders and all. Someone 
oughta get em down and cut all that hair 
off. 
Pardon me, ma'am, but long hair has 
nothing to do with character... 
Well I say these hippies are the ones 
causin' all the trouble at these schools ya 
read about. Ya should go ta school ta get 
an education, not cause a bunch of trouble. 
I say they oughta throw em all out of 
school. 
Well, everyone should be given a fair.. . 
I'll bet everyone one of em's on drugs. 
All you students think about is drugs and 
havin' a good time and causin' trouble. I 
saw a student downtown the other day and 
I know he was on drugs. You shoulda seen 
his eves. 
Ma'am... 
And he didn't even have any shoes on. 
III feet triey wouldn't let him in a 'restau- 
rant. And I'M bet he hadn't taken a bath for 
two months. You shoulda seen his neck. 
Ma'am. 
I say the Communists are behind  all 
these hippies and all this trouble. 
And I'll bet some of those weird pro- 
fessors are behind it, too. 
Ma'am, professors ace very educated... 
I think these professors and these col- 
,cge big snots an' officials should show 
these kids who's boss. Don't you kids ever 
study? 
Yes, ma'am, we have to because... 
Well I don't think very many of you do. 
All I ever see uptown is long-rfaired college 
students and them hot-rodding their cars 
through town. 
Ma'am... 
it 
And those girls are no better. Skirts 
these days are so short. I just don't know 
what's got into these girls today. 
Ma'am... 
And you should see the shoplifting that 
these college kids do. I've never seen any- 
thing like it. 
Ma'am... 
And I've heard about the parties you 
college kids have. Drinkin' goin' on at all 
hours of the night... 
Ma'am.. .can't you give us a chance'? 
Please? 
of many big weekends to come. 
To spphomores and juniors who have al- 
ready experienced the "weekend in Octo- 
ber," their efforts will be directed toward 
the perfection of any rough points* which 
tainted their previous experiences. 
A unique mixture of nostalgia and ex- 
pectation, along with vows to make their 
last Homecoming as an undergraduate the 
most memorable; will make this weekend 
for the seniors brie which will be character- 
istically different from the three others. 
But the special significane will be for 
Eastern's 17,6o6 alumni, for this is 
the weekend which was conceived for them. 
To these individuals the reunions and brief 
re-association with the Richmond campus 
restore memories of their collegiate past 
at a campus which is no longer the small 
teacher's college to which most of them 
were familiar. 
It begins with a bonfire Friday, with the 
"official" conclusion set for Saturday night. 
In between will be sandwiched a variety of 
events which should provide activities of 
interest to every student and alumni. 
The weekend should be a memorable 
one, not only for those directly associated 
with the campus, but to the many visitors 
as well. 
The Progress takes this opportunity to 
welcome the many visitors to campus this 
weekend, and to express our wish that 
HOMECOMING '69 is the most success- 
ful in the long history of the University. 
Love 
*    > 
into haven of obscurity. 
Finding no way to see, 
and nothing more to dwell upon, 
I ask, 
What to do? 
Thinking I see It 
and hoping I feel It, 
yet knowing Its not there. 
Honesty. 1 
She feels none—because. .? 
Perhaps thinking of feeling, 
yet doesn't. 
Where to go? 
I think of mores 
trivialities race by, 
stop to entertain, 
hut only numb, i 
They merely procrastinate 
the reality. 
End it all; 
the guard goes down, 
the tide comes up, 
the wolves feed \ 
with vicious morality. 
Cry? 
I feel like crying 
but, then, I'm not supposed to... 
Am I? 
Cry. 
Go,— crying. 
James Culbertson 
Construction - Destruction 
Our Error? 
Dear Editor: 
In your article on the Vietnam Moratorium 
activties here at BKU you erroneously reported 
that a group of students were picketing- on the 
steps of the SUB. This Is not t«ue. We met on 
the steps In a spirit of worship to read aloud 
the names of more than 39,000 Americans 
killed in Vietnam. No mention of this was made 
in your article. 
The closest thing to a picket that we had 
, was a poster on which was written, "We mourn 
all of the Vietnam dead." We all felt this was 
Pety appropriate to the occasion (one of mourn- 
ing). Those of us who engaged in this non- 
violent acUon have no political or economic 
power. Our only power is that of truth and 
non-violence. Tet I believe our action, along 
with many thousands of Americans, has spoken 
to feuow human beings In the Pentagon, on 
Capitol Hill, the White House, and throughout 
the world. I feel that all of the participants 
acted In a spirit of non-violence and considera- 
tion for others. The steps were not blocked and 
no on« was denied entry to the SUB through 
the main entrance. 
I should also like to point out that there 
were several veterans engaged in this action 
including myself. 
Tours in peace, 
Michael C. Cunningham 
Forum Topic 
The Progress jumps ahead of itself on the 
Forum topic for next week. Instead of se- 
lecting a topic which has recently occurred, 
die topic for next week's issue will concern 
the events of Homecoming. 
Prior to this weekend, many students have 
commented on the various aspects of this 
year's Homecoming and as to how they 
could be improved. 
Next week's Forum will give these peo- 
ple a chance to express themselves on the 
topic of "How Homecoming Weekend 
Could Be Improved Next Year." 
All submissions for the Forum topic must 
be received in The Progress Office by 5;00 
p.m.,  Monday afternoon. 
New Era 
Dear Editor: 
Coming from a small college in Ohio to this 
much larger University I expected to find stu- 
dent concern a little more evident than I ex- 
perienced at  After my arrival  here it 
seemed that my expectations of a new menta- 
lity were to be denied. 
The Eastern student's largest concern has been 
panty raids and getting polluted at Specks. Yes, 
this has been the Eastern student, but I be- 
lieve the War Moratorium of Oct. 15 ushered 
In a new era- for Eastern. It may well be that 
Eastern la moving away from it's puberty, it 
seems a new awareness has reached the stu- 
dents and most important a way of expressing 
this awareness. It will be Interesting to see 
If this awareness will reach the faculty senate 
and If by some miracle the administration. 
Sincerely, 
Sandy Cordray 
Goofed Again 
Dear Editor: 
This year the Homecoming Committee has 
done it again. In this, my fourth year at East- 
ern, I will once again be treated to a typical 
EKU Homecoming Dance. 
It does my heart good to know that for the 
fourth year in succession (not counting the 
countless years In the past) we will have a 
bomb for a dance. Once again this year we 
have the "college-calibre" entertainment of 
the, ahem. Exiles, a teeny-bop, bar-room, honky- 
tonk conglomeration of music (If you will par- 
don the expression) that is suitable for the 
Saturday afternoon sock-hop at Central Junior 
High. 
Why does Eastern always have to have such 
childish music, when the best can be had* Why 
must we be second to Morehead each year in 
the quality of groups year after year? For 
instance this yesr, at Morehead, the band was 
Stan Kenton. Which in worse - the Exiles or Roy 
Sharps' B flats? To me, they are equally as 
bad. 
When are people around here going to grow 
up and realise that there is much more to life 
l-han a glass of beer, bar band? I hope that If. 
Eastern Is to be the institution which children,* 
become adults, the immature students who in- 
sist on having the same music they have known 
since their junior high days, will simply grow 
up and be the adults they so vociferously de- 
mand that they be recognised ss. 
Sincerely, 
Glenn E. Angus 
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Moratorium :Did Quest For Identity Hinder Sincerity Of Expression? 
By CHARLES HOUSE 
Editorial Featurist 
M Day has come and gone, and, with 
the risk of sounding optimistic, it apparent- 
ly has accomplished something in affecting 
the Nixon administrations de-escalation of 
the war. 
Whatever effect the Moratorium had on 
the Presidents policies, however, may have 
come before the fact and not, as it were, 
after the actual expression. 
As M Day drew closer to a reality, the 
administration apparently became moije and 
-more worried about what the events could 
do to Nixon's already precarious image 
(witness the firing of General Hershey and 
the disclosures of further troop withdrawals 
f ran the war, both conveniently close to 
the October 15 Moratorium.) 
itfow the administration is predicting an 
end to Amerfcan fighting by end of 1971. 
Whether or not the Moratorium had any 
effect on this latest decision is not clear, 
but I would hope that it did. I am uncer- 
tain and therein lies the point of this arti- 
cle. 
I dont think that M Day was as effective 
as it could have been in presenting a genuine, 
picture of dissent in America today. 
#» 
I had the uneasy feeling after the Mor- 
atorium that too many of the participants 
were not seriously interested in bringing 
about a really effective demonstration. In 
effect, many seemed to be far more inter- 
ested in using the moratorium as a forum 
for espousing personal views or for liberal, 
radical or (God forbid it but I think it is 
all too often the case) merely group identi- 
fication. 
Too many seemed to be rebelling for 
rebellions sake, and not for the good that 
the Moratorium could have done in con- 
vincing the administration to speed up and 
to end the war. 
The idea that many youths were not as 
serious about the Moratorium as they would 
have had one believe is not purely a sub- 
jective rationalization of this writer. There 
is, in fact, a certain amount of substantia- 
tion for my views. 
I attended the Moratorium in  Lexington 
because I thought there would be a 
more accurate indication of the pulse of the 
average citizen there. The program was 
held at the Fayette County courthouse and 
there would be (hopefully) non-students 
as well as the contingents from UK and 
Transylvania University. 
There was a fair representation of non- 
students at the courthouse who, with the 
exception of a well known politician who 
used the event to do some handshaking, 
stood quietly in observance of a memorial 
silence called for in the program. 
The students arrived in a well planned 
march singing "AH. we. .are saying is give 
peace a chance." Most of the students were 
serious about the event, but, as I see it, 
there were notable exceptions. 
One fellow, whom I have no quarrel with 
for his ideologies (I respect the ideologies 
of most of the New Left including the far 
out, revolutionary Weatherman" faction 
of the SDS — all I would ask is that they 
be true to themselYes) turned out in dress 
rehearsal Ho Chi Minn outfit, resplendent 
in gray wig and false beard and complete 
with bronze make-up. 
Just in case anyone missed the point, he 
had a large sign hanging from his neck 
with the word appropriately enough) HO 
in .large letters. (Much to my chagrin,but 
fully expected, the local television news 
programs gave a prominent display of the 
theatrical radical on the tube.) 
While I don't neccessarily disagree (as a, 
matter of political philosophy) with the 
fellow, I do think that if he sincerely, 
wanted the Moratorium to do the 
most good (that is to show the president a 
sincere, responsible desention) he could 
have dressed a bit more appropriately. Af- 
ter all, many of the self rightous middle 
class were watching that day and an-ef- 
fective "show" just possibly could have 
influenced them. 
Many of the other participants seemed 
to have a disregard for the true purpose 
of the demonstration and were just a bit 
arrogant in their well published actions. 
I am not alone in my appraisal. Two 
seventeen-year-old youths in Glassboro, 
New Jersey (ironically, the site of Premier 
Kosygin's and President Johnson's "peace 
conference" in 1966) killed themselves in 
an effort to dramatize the seriousness of 
the Moratorium. 
The boy had been concerned that the 
moratorium program he had attended had 
been nothing more' than a "lark," and he 
and his girlfriend, after writing many notes 
explaining their actions, used a hose con- 
nected to their car exhaust to commit sui- 
cide and attain martyrdom. They did this 
because of the lack of seriousness and to 
dramatize sincere dissent. 
Now, just when the administration is 
preparing to respond to the dissention, the 
organizers of the November 15 march on 
Washington have a new demand, and I 
can't help thinking that they just like to 
hear themselves talk. 
While I can symphathize with organizers 
of the march that the U.S. should remove 
equipment as well as personnel from Viet- 
nam, I think that they are ill advised at 
"pushing" the point at this time. 
The administration is showing signs of 
speeding up their efforts for a quick end 
to the war and more responsible, sincere 
disent could edge them along. 
But if they (the administration) are 
"pushed" with even more demands, they 
could over react to the demands and pro- 
long the war. (Why not wait for the troop 
withdrawals and then protest the equipment 
issue. If it works, I would think we should 
be satisfied to settle the main issues first.) 
Many of the Moratorium organizers and 
branch organizations have refused, to en- 
dorse the march on Washington. These are 
the serious and committed dissenters, and 
the movement could well use more of them. 
Moratorium I   Born And Sponsored By Students, The Activities Of The Day Will Be Remembered 
By CRAIG AMMERMAN 
Staff Writer 
Wednesday, Oct. 15 — Moratorium Day 
— could prove to be more than what is 
already apparent; more than just the great- 
est voicing of public disapproval this coun- 
try has witnessed in many years. 
Moratorium Day, born and sponsored 
by students, may prove to be the day when 
Americans finally said they would have no. 
more fiascoes like Vietnam—that war must 
cease to be before man destroyed himself. 
A look at recent history can provide some 
interesting insights. 
Two years ago students protested the 
Americanization of the Vietnam blunder. 
Then the protesters were ignored, abused 
and laughed at. Last Wednesday's protest 
against Vietnam was a popular thing. Pub- 
lic opinion had taken an obvious turn. 
In the early 1960s students marched 
hand-in-hand with blacks throughout the 
South in protest to racist policies. Now, 
only a few years later, civil rights is a pop- 
ular cause, one that draws the endorsement 
of a majority of Americans. 
Splinter, radical groups, ones like the 
SDS and Black Panthers, came into prom- 
inence two years ago with their violent pro- 
tests against institutions of higher educa- 
tion and social injustice. These groups 
quickly gained support from more legiti- 
mate student organizations. 
Governments, colleges and universities 
have been moving with all possible (and 
sometimes deliberate) speed to enact these 
' radical changes. 
Moratorium "•        Public Pressure Demands Immediate Action By Administration 
By TERENCE LUTES Let us examine the facts. A majority of 
Progress Forum the top intellectuals in the nation as well 
The first  Vietnam Moratorium is over       ^ many abroad are in favor of U.S. with- 
out not forgotten. drawal from Vietnam. The latest Gallup 
On-October   15, Americans, through a       poll reports that 57 percent of the nation 
^•racyr «xpr«ssed- their opposition to-US.   ^nurpuW have all U.S. troops out ofe Vietnam 
involvement in Vietftairi.'The'prople have 
spoken, and now they are waiting for the 
President to reply. - 
During the presidential campaign Mr. 
Nixon promised to end "Johnson's War," 
but now, one year later, he is being pres- 
sured to end "Nixon's War," fast. The 
entire burden is now on his shoulders. He 
must respond or accept the consequences. 
But will he respond? Even before the 
' moratorium we were shown that he could 
not keep his promise not to be affected by 
the.protest. The farewell to General Her- 
shey, the top level talks, the support from 
Hubert Humphrey, and the promise of a 
November policy statement were all de- 
signed to counteract the Moratorium. 
It seems however, that Mr. Nixon under- 
estimated the determination of the Ameri- 
can people to completely get out of Viet- 
nam. It has been reported by a top Repub- 
lican leader that the President really doesn't 
j understand how deep this opposition runs. 
If this is true then he is in trouble. 
Vthe ehd* df 1970. 
Mr. Nixon's national sympathy is less 
(62 per cent) than that of any recent Presi- 
dent after one year in office with the rea- 
son generally given being his failure to end 
the war. Finally, more than one million 
people from all segments of the population 
actively, yet peacefully, participated in the 
October 15 Vietnam Moratorium while 
thousands of others signed anti-war peti- 
tions and contributed funds — an unavoid- 
able display of strength. What more does 
one need for evidence? 
Mr. Nixon is definitely in trouble. The 
American public has shown that it will no 
longer be content with token troop with- 
drawals and sweet sounding orations. The 
administration has been pussyfooting a-, 
round for nine months while criticism has 
been held to a minimum. 
The October 15 Moratorium and those 
scheduled for coming months will put the 
needed pressure on the President, and hope- 
fully will force him to overcome his hangup 
concerning an "honorable" peace, which 
is an impossibility by. his definition of the 
word. , 
In a true democracy the voice of the peo- 
ple is not taken lightfy.^Phe American peo- 
ple know this and^ they are begmnihg to 
see how far this nation tfalls short of* being 
a true democracy. They how see the Paris 
Peace Conference as just a sideshow which 
distracts attention from the real war in 
Vietnam. 
The American public has seen that the 
Nixon administration is merely leading 
them around in circles, and they supported 
the Vietnam Moratorium as a re-emphasis 
of their election time demands. 
If Mr. Nixon fails to respond to the pub- 
lic and the moratorium then this nation has 
rough waters ahead. As Senator Frank 
Church has said, "When free men cannot 
get results from the ballot box, they event- 
ually take to the streets." If Mr. Nixon 
doesn't know this then he will soon learn 
it the hard way. ■  
The overall effect is a change in the 
American way of life. And the principal 
forcers of change have been the young 
and enlightened, or what Gene McCarthy 
calls the "educated class." 
The war, protests are having an even 
greater effect. 
According to the New York Times, 
President Nixon will announce troop with- 
drawals of 300,000 for the year 1970 in his 
Nov. 3 address. Progress syndicated col- 
umnist Carl Rowan says Mr. Nixon will 
also take immediate steps to reduce Amer- 
ican miliatry strength from 3.5 million to 
2.5 million, a savings of billions of dollars. 
Then, too, there was the firing of Gen. 
Lewis Hershey as director of the draft sys- 
tem, and the impending reforms within that 
conscription operation. 
The moratorium also caused some a- 
mount of criticism and drew loud condem- 
nation; from, others, .Vice President Spiro 
Agnew for instance, But the persons who 
opposed the moratorium are the same ones 
who oppose civil rights and social and 
education reforms, and it would seem prob- 
able that they will lose this fight in the 
same manner they are losing the others. 
The war that may be won is not in Viet- 
nam, nor is it one against warmongers and 
the like. 
Rather it is one against hunger, ingor- 
ance and poverty and one for mankind. 
It is a war against injustice, and it is 
being waged in the minds of men and in 
the streets, not in the jungles of Vietnam* 
Laos and Thailand. 
Moratorium Day is the biggest victory 
yet of this war for mankind. Some of the 
results of Oct. 15 are already showing 
themselves; others will become known Nov. 
3. 
Victory will not be realized for many 
years. 
But a tleast the war being marshalled by 
the "educated class" against killing, 'poverty 
and social injustice has taken a turn in the 
favor of man. 
Open Friday Nights 
Until 9 
DOWNTOWN 
QallSaU 
REG. $1.40 
LIGHTER SHADES 
99 
WELCOME BACK EKU ALUMNI 
University Shopping Center 
The Lirae House 
lOOtt   SOUTH THIRD STftECT MCHMONO. MNTUCKV 
NAVY A WHITE CLASSICS 
Vanity Qa<A B^l 99< 
REG. $130 EACH 
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Eastern-Western Showdown 
H Hit op pers Provide Homecoming Foe 
In Important Conference Contest 
Uv won both those Western's offensive line wu Lawrence Brame an AU-OVC 
CoachXy Wdd said, extremely young last season so choice last year a( end, and 235- 
th?HillSoers» eariy most of the lineman returnlhte pound Terry Thompson at tack- 
BY JACK FROST 
staff Sport* Reporter 
very   easily 
games,' 
exsmining the 
It's Hornecominj     1969 "%*JZZt w#rt^ 
this Saturday as  theCol- T   * W68tern's offensive attack 
onels meet arch-rival West- ,,*, the 
When these two    teams moving good; 
llltoppers' l  
-year giving   the   line   at least to. 
one yelr^experience. *» the backfleld, the HUHop- 
The strong point of the West- pers have experience with line- 
lack of era squad   is defense. With all backer  Bill Hape   bandit back 
but acouple of starters return- Johnny Jaggers, and deep backs 
, Western coach Jim Felx feels Mike   ?helps 
then they 
ern at 2 p.m. on Eastern s success. 
new Hanger Field. "U they ean get their otfense in^   _ 
because stronger   than   last year's unit hitter In the OVC.   He led the 
meet expect the unexpected. JfJ^L^rffens. to^ri" wMcT" we"nt    unsco'red    upon H""°»" <««»• **» « «**" 
Records and individual per- %.&  ^j  9aktr  ih9 colonels' through the first    five games. !•» *■« season, 
formances can be tossed out los, to Akron last Saturday. Eastern then invaded Western    «•% a ao-pound Junior^ bad 
the window when Kentuc- and put an end to'the string the the   t^^E^"^**0"; 
ky's two biggest rivals bat-    «e«wl»ed offen-ve P.**     «-gf K^gS*,, »n
,2^*m^^«& 
tIe* - .      .w      After  th« HUltoboers' over- the Hllltoppers stirred up enoughts   Jaggers. The   Colonels   have   had   the    /fter^the  ™»»ppers   °*er Colonels  a 
upper   hand since 1965, winning '^^T^^/J^^/fS battle. 
three games and tying one. Last ■»•«»* "SE?*Z K^SS    Leidlng the defensive line are 
fl^£!^^mn!S«wrLi#u7      The passing   of senior o^r- sass&aS^S^^ 
He is 
gets tough flashy player, but 
done each week. 
The ace In the backfleld 
not a 
the Job 
aad upended the HUltoppers IS-7, 
raining Western's Homecoming. 
Will Have Hands Full 
Western will try Its best to 
make shambles of Eastern's 
festivities and the Colonels will 
have their hands full in holding 
the late-coming Hllltoppers. 
Eastern needs a win to stay 
within striking distance of OVC 
leader East Tennessee who has 
not lost a league game. The Col- 
onels stand one game behind 
the  Bucs  with a  2-1   record. 
Picked as pre-season favorites 
to capture the OVC title, the Hill- 
toppers got off to 
tying their opener 
State and then losing conference 
games to Ausln Peay aad East 
Tennessee. 
But in the last two games, 
the Hllltoppers have come around 
winning both Including 42-0 over 
Tennessee Tech last Saturday. 
tyMT
terback Johnny Vance cameallve 
against Tech as be passed for 
262 yards on IS completions out 
of 24 attempts.   Vance has been No. 
a regular for three years and gl 
missed the 1967 season with an 72 
injury.  He ranked third In OVC 79 
total offense last year with 1,498 66 
yards. 63 
The prime target of Vance over 62 
the past two years has been gg 
Jay Davis, who Is only a sopho- 19 
more. Davis led the Toppers 23 
In receptions last year with SS 32 
catches. 15 
The Western ground   is solid 
with veteran Jim Vorhees and Nat 
PROBABLE OFFENSIVE STARTERS 
Kantern Pee. 
Larry   Kirksey SB 
Toodie Irwin ST 
Fred   Sandusky SO 
Larry Kaelin C 
Pat Sheridan QB 
Jon Ankney QT 
James Wilson i   TE 
Bill   March QB 
Jimmy Brooks TB 
Butch Evans FB 
James   Kelley Fl 
No,        Western 
80 Jay Davis 
73 John Sarakaitls 
62 Jerry Harris 
52 Bill   Sykes 
64 Ron Parry 
76 Romeo Crennel 
81 Darryl  Smith 
15 Johnny Vance 
42 Nat Northington 
33 Jim Vorhees 
25 BUI Rose 
Pos. 
SB 
QT 
QO 
C 
SO 
ST 
FIE 
QB 
TB 
FB 
SIB 
a slow start, Northington, a University of Ken- 
1 tucky transfer, carrying the brunt 
of the attack. 
Vorhees has beep a starter 
for the HUltoppers the past three"0* 
years and has been consistent In 82 
both rushing and pass receiving. 61 
When Northington played at 76 
Kentucky as a sophomore, heat- 84 
MM -  c        *   ... ~ tracted several pro scouts. Thesi 
Have Had Some Tough Games HUltopper staff originally plan- 55 
"They have had some tough ned to put Mm on the defense,65 
games tying their first game but he looked so good in a spring 24 
againsi a good Indiana State team game the coaches switched him 22 
and then losing to Austin Peay to offense for the start of the 20 
by one point.   They could have season. 11 
PROBABLE DEFENSIVE STARTERS 
Last Year's Western Win Was A Sweet One 
TELEVISION  REPAIR 
Specialist In Transistors, 
Phonographs, 
** 
os 
CLICK'S 
RADIO & TV SERVICE 
W. IRVINE STREET  PHONE 423-3272 
Eastern Pos. No. 
Sidney TeldeU LE 82 
Teddy Taylor LT 75 
Eddie Huffman RT 77 
Tom Reid RE 78 
James Croudep EB 58 
Richard Cook LB 51 
Richard Thomas LB 35 
Bob Webb H 31 
Ted   Green C 24 
Pete Campassi S 21 
Harold Joyce C 27 
Western 
Jerry LaSaa/la 
Gene  England 
Terry Thompson 
Lawrence  Brame 
Bob   McGrath 
Bill Hape 
Mike Connelly 
Johnny Jaggers 
William Green 
Mike Phelps 
Ralph  Simonton 
Poa. 
LE 
LT. 
Head football coach Roy Kidd is carried off the field after 
the Colonels upended Western, 16-7, last year before 20,000 
fans at L. T. Smith Stadium at Western. The Colonels have 
not been beaten by a Western team since 1964. The last time 
Western played in Eastern's Homecoming — a classic 14-14 
tie occurred at old Hanger Stadium.   (Photo by Craig Clover) 
PRIDE 
W Colonels Have Dominated Recent Western Series 
RE 
LB 
LBB 
RBB 
LDB 
ROB 
S 
BY BOB BABBAGE 
Staff Sports Reporter 
COMPARATIVE SCORES TO DATE 
EKU 
13 
7 
29 
M 
9 
Ball State 
East Tennessee 
Austin Peay 
•Middle Tenn 
Akron 
Opo. 
0 
19 
10 
0 
28 
WKU 
7 
27 
7 
14 
. 42 
way  to an OVC championship, Aaron Marsh. The game ended 
the   Colonels found  themselves 14-14. 
behind 14-6 in the fourth quar- 
The Eastern-Western game is tor. However, Eastern's fans will 
to the state of Kentucky what the    Time was short when the fabled pleasantly recall last year's 16-7 
Army-Navy game Is to toe nation. Jim Guice hit end John Tasal victory mat came as a stopping 
It la a game when season rec- with three straight passes, cli- stone to ***• 
0hio Vallay   Con- 
or ds and records of past year's mazed by a short touchdown run ference championship. 
Op- games are not considered. It Is by Bob Beck. Then, on a keeper,     Western  eventually ended In 
"^ the wildest, most exciting and Guice tied the game. second place with a 5-2 confer- 
Indiana State 7 hardest-fought game of toe year.   Eastern got the ball back In the   ence record, behind the Colonels 
Austin Peay 28 ft  is  always  anybody's game, final seconds  and a pass In the who had a glittering 7-0 record. 
East Tennessee     16     The series, in which Western end none slipped off the finger-      Had the Hllltoppers defeated 
Northern    lltnois  :     holds a 29-15-2 advantage, be- tip* of ndW-Boston Patriots and Eastern earlier, the two'teams 
4a 1914 when the team, met ,,.   .        ,- •       ;    _._ ■       ^ ;      ,,i....,i   -. > Tennessee  Tech 
SERIES SCORES SINCE 1960 
Year Eastern    Western 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
17 
15 
6 
6 
0 
7 
16 
5 
29 
24 
1965 28 
1966 24 
1967 14 
1968 16 
Eastern   Western 
12 
12 
14 
7 
a^sa^::*:*:*:^^ 
THE 
College Life Insurance Company 
Of America 
... featuring the life 
ly to college seen. 
plan designed especially for college men, eeM exetoslve- 
about -THE BENEFACTOR." 
Eastern won toe first 
tch 36-6 but Western rebound- 
ed litter In the season with an 
18-0 victory. 
With the exception of toe years 
during World War n. Eastern 
and Western have rarely failed to 
meet during each season. The 
contest has become a yearly tra- 
dition with Saturday's game toe 
24th consecutive year they have 
matched muscles. 
T/TT, -,   ,— . Not since 1964 have toe HiU- 
KU sAH-Time***" ** ** «mme. **»* *•». w  ai^«    x uiiv fh% rlvaJabattled to a 14-14 tie 
to 1967. 
In fact, the modern-day rec- 
ords (since World War H) show 
Eastern with a decided edge In 
the series. The Colonels have 
won IS and lost nine since 1946. 
There has been one tie. 
j  In 1967, with Eastern 
■ 
would have ended In a tie for 
the championship. 
The Hllltoppers* new stadium 
has a 20 000 seat capacity and 
20,000 watched last year's game. 
The old Hanger stadium held 
9.000 fans (as compared to the 
new stadium's 20 000) and the 
1967 classic was witnessed by an 
estimated 15,000 fans. 
Both Eastern and Western 
Joined the OVC in 1948. In the 
past 20 years, Eastern has had 
&»%    ""*• 
T-— 
East Tennessee Leading I 
Conference At Midpoint I 
ecord Third 
In over-all conference stand- 
lings. Eastern Is in third place 
with a record of 65-50-7. The 
Hllltoppers stand 59-58-7. 
FOOTBALL FORECAST 
OTHER  MAJOR  SCHOOLS 
I j 
WINNER 
Georgia 
JfWsll^WWsj 
Akron 
Ohio State 
Wast Virginia 
Florida 
Virginia Tech 
Mississippi 
Purdue 
Penn Stare 
OVC  SCHOOLS 
LOSER 
Kentucky 
Wisconsin 
Dayton 
Hi not s 
Pittsburgh 
Vanderbilt 
Buffalo 
Houston 
Northwestern 
Ohio University 
WINNER 
Eastern 
East Tennessee 
■TTWWWWiwW*^sWs1 
Austin Peay 
LOSER 
Wr €116111 
Murray 
Tennessee Tech 
Middle Tennessee 
47 right — 22 wrong — and 3 ties for 
a winning percentage of .181 through picks of loot 
See William A. Manz 
"Associate Alumni" 
Your College Life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460 
Hire a 
symphony 
orchestra.. 
■■■■ 
SjSHISc 
BB aHLwi 
m 
Morehead,   each with 2-1 OVC 
BY KARL PARK records. Morehead has already 
Sports Editor woo  more   games  mis season 
With the football season at me <.toar) to*n it did last year and 
midway point,  the Ohio Valley 1«» Perhaps, the surprise of the 
Conference race Is shaping up conference. 
quite differently than most ex- , ,  
ports expected. Morehead, in contrast to East 
Co - fayorites   Murray   and Tennessee, is first in total of- 
Western are mired at the bottom «•■■• «* ■*»•■* in**"n 1dt", 
of the standing* with 1-2 con- *«■•• Bill Maraton, the Eagles' 
on the ««•«"*      records,  while East qwtarback, leads to individual 
Tennessee leads the OVC with a t0**1 <*?»•• »•* »• *• I~din« 
perfect 3-0 slate. Pas8er   ta *• ovc-  Morehead 
East Tennessee continued to.1** *&• toughest part of its OVC 
win last Saturday by collecting 
its 10th straight victory and sixth 
of the season. The Bucs upended 
Chattanooga, 17-13. 
East Tennessee is basically a 
senior team which haa made very 
few mistakes. The Bucs are not 
an offensively-minded ball club 
as shown by their number six 
OVC ranking in total team of- 
fense  through  Oct.   11  games. 
Boca Lead In Team Defense 
The Bucs lead the conference 
in team defense, interceptions 
and fewest points allowed. East 
Tennessee has four games re- 
maining in the conference-two at 
home and two away. Murray and 
Morehead have yet to play the 
Bucs. 
Following   East Tennessee in 
the standings are Eastern and 
' vS«;w:<4Si; 
schedule remaining, having yet 
to   play Tennessee Tech,   East 
Tennessee, Western and Eastern. 
Shown Signs Of Maturity 
Eastern's Colonels, although 
basically a young team, have 
shown signs of maturity through- 
out the campaign. The Colonels 
present possibly the most bal- 
anced team In the league by being 
ranked third in both team of- 
fense and defense. 
Eastern    has    yet   to / play 
(Conttamed on Page Five) 
. •. if you want something 
better than Sony Stereo 
Ever try to put a whole orchestra in your living room? Better 
not, unless it's as large as Carnegie Hall. Sony's HP-150A com- 
pact stereo music system provides the perfect, satisfying an- 
swer for people who desire maximum stereo reprootetlon m ■ 
minimum of space. A 20 watt amplifier delivers surprising 
powerful and clear sound to matched and balanced stereo 
speakers. Son/a all silicon circiltov brings any kind of musk 
to life! A sensitive Pickering magnetic cartridge and a reliable 
4-speed automatic turntable. All functional controls grouped 
together for easy operation. Headset lack and inputs for tuner 
and tape recorder. All housed in finished walnut. Come in and 
ask for the beautiful little stereo with the big sound. Sony 
HP-150A. SONY* 
WALTERS   *17"5 
APPLIANCE   CO. 
COLLEGE PARK SHOPPING CENTER 
EASTERN BY-PASS DIAL 623-7545 
Kentucky Central Life Insurance Company 
At Eastern Kentucky University 
Phil Ruchka Agency. 235 Wayne Dr. 623-7966 
Ron House 
Salaa Repreaantathn 
623-1469 
Many good life insurance and savings plans are 
being offered to college seniors and graduate stu- 
dents today, but one stands head and shoulders 
above the others. H It's Kentucky Central's Univer- 
sity Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions. 
No military exclusions. fTalk to Kentucky Central's 
University Key representative on your campus 
today. For a better future. With the standout. 
The View 
From Here 
I lv KARL PARK Progress Sports Editor Eastern vs. Western. This is the way the headline read in last year's 
Yogress. And when Kentuckians of all ages read this, 
they know that one of the fiercest college football riv**- 
ries is about to take place. 
Last year's contest between the two schools will 
long be remembered by most of Eastern's fans. Eastern 
went into the game with a 4-1 record, while the Hilltop- 
pers had a perfect 6-0 mark. 
I        More than 20,000 Hilltopper fans jammed L.T. Smith 
Stadium and adjacent streets of the field hoping to see 
'Western win its homecoming game and  keep  its un- 
beaten record intact. These fans also hoped to see the 
Western defense stay unscored upon. 
This was only part of the different sidelights of the 
le that was called "the biggest game in OVC history." 
| Add to this the fact that the Colonels had not lost to a 
'Western team since 1964 and you had all the ingredients 
I of a great game. 
I And a great game it was. The game saw Western 
) jump out to a quick 7-0 lead on a nine yard TD pass 
from Johnny Vance to Jay Davis with 5:26 left. But 
then Jim Guice, Eastern's former star quarterback, came 
back to lead the Colonels to a first-half touchdown with 
only 1:21 left in the half. Guice moved the Colonels 60 
yards in only six plays. 
This series of downs broke the Hilltoppers' con- 
{ fidence in its defense and the Colonels went on to score 
/ nine more points and win the game, 16-7. 
Although the Hilltoppers have won only two of 
\ five starts this season, Saturday's task of downing 
) Western could be just as hard as it was last year. 
Injuries have plagued Western throughout the first 
part of the season, but now the Toppers have won two 
straight games. 
Their most impressive victory came last week when 
they shutout a strong Tennessee Tech team, 42-0. 
Western boasts both a strong offense and defense. 
Its offense is keyed on passes from quarterback Vance 
to ends Bill Rose and Davis and the running of Nat 
Northington and Jim Vorhees. 
The defense is led by Lawrence Brame, end jJohnny 
Jaggers, bandit back and Bill Green, deep back, a trio 
which all started last year and held the Colonels to 84 
yards rushing and .123 passing. 
Even  without a high national   ranking and first 
place in the conference not at stake, as was in last year's 
atome, there will still be a lot of people "knocking heads" 
f;n Hanger Field Saturday for that one thing that is 
kvalued by most players and fans as much — a victory 
>ver Western. 
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Brooks Headed Toward Another 1,000 
Jimmy Brooks, Eastern's flashy sophomore 
tailback, is well on his way toward another 
1,000-yard rushing- year. He has 512 yards 
this year, although only playing for one play 
during the Akron game. He is expected to 
start in Saturday's Homecoming game with 
Western. 
( Photo by Ken Harlow) 
HIGH GOALS 
Brooks Accomplishes Personal Feats, 
But Gives Credit To Team Effort 
1ERRIFFIC   Weekend   DISCOUNTS 
Super 
Stainless Steel 
Blades 
10s 
S1.45 Value 
1 
OVC Summary 
LAST WEEK'S OVC SCORES 
Akron 28,    Eastern Kentucky 9 
East Tennessee 17.   University of Chattanooga IS 
Morehcad 21.    Youngstown 12 
Middle Tennessee 31,   Murray 24 
Western Kentucky 42,  ,Tennessee fecto ^ vt <»r?i ,\»lhsa rrse»? 
THIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDULE 
Western Kentucky at Eastern 
Murray at East Tennessee 
Middle Tennessee at Austin Peay 
Morehcad' at Tennessee Tech 
OVC STANDINGS 
OVC Game* 
East Tenn. 
Eastern 
Morehcad 
Austin Peay 
Middle  Tenn. 
Murray 
Tennessee Tech 
Western 
W   L 
3    0 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
T 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o. 
0 
0 
All Games 
W  L   T 
• 
3 
4 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
0 
2 
1 
3 
4 
2 
4 
2 
BY AL CLARK 
Staff Sports Reporter 
Not only Is Eastern's star 
running back Jimmy Brooks a 
stalwart on the gridiron, he's 
also a very articulate young 
man. 
Brooks'  aim  and direction 
are two-fold. First, and foremost, 
he is  concentrating on gaining 
yardage  for   the  Colonels   on 
Saturday afternoons. 
Second, and in the long run 
even more important, Brooks Is 
looking forward to graduating 
from Eastern and coaching some 
day, first on the high school 
level and then In college. 
At present, Brooks' parents 
live In Louisville, though ha 
lists his hometown as Chicago. 
Brooks father. First Sgt. Jimmy 
Lee Brooks Sr., has seen the 
world because of his Army com- 
mitment, and has taken his son 
with him frequently. 
Lived Abroad 
From 1958-61 and then again 
from 1963-65, Brooks made his 
home in Germany. Here In the 
United States Jimmy has called 
home quite a number of states, 
including California, New York, 
Colorado, Illinois, Michigan and 
Georgia. \ 
"If I had my choice of any 
where to live I would definitely 
choose Colorado," Brooks said. 
"That state is Just beautiful. 
It seems to have everything any- 
one could ask for." 
Along  with Brooks' football 
accomplishments, he has been a 
star In baseball as well. 
While    in   Germany Brooks 
played on an Army team. The 
club traveled all over Europe 
to any place that had an Amer- 
If you don't believe me, Just take 
a look at the what the Olympics | 
have done." 
Brooks Isn't only an athlete. 
He's not bad in the tough game 
chess either. "I really love to 
play chess," Brooks said. "Thi 
lean Army Base. He has been* 
In France, Italy, Spain and Den- 
mark. 
Yanks, Cube Interested 
After graduation from Valley 
High School In Louisville, Jim- have some tremendous tourna- 
my was a prime target of both ments in Germany. As a mat- 
the New York Yankees and Chic- ter of fact, I even won one." 
ago Cubs. it's   understood   that Jimmy 
"I would say I owe all my . isn't a bad chess player when on 
athletic ambitions to my dad. He considers that there were 140 
always wanted me to become an entrants in the tournament which 
athlete," Brooks said." he won.    "I'm willing to take on 
"I've learned   a   great deal  any and all comers In chess," 
from sports. One meets so many he   said.  "It's really a great 
Individuals, it can only make a game." 
better   person   out   of   you. I~ M-V-- iwuion 
really think sports brings peo- MmKtm WBCMOSI 
pie closer together, In every way      "All my life I've had to make 
a decision between football and imaginable.' 
"I don't think I have to name baseball," Brooks related. "Than 
specific examples," Brooks said, last year I bad such a good sea- 
"the whole world has been brought son I decided to hang up my 
closer togetoerbecause<rfsports^^(Contm^ 
Bucs Lead At Season's Midpoint 
(Continued from Page Four) 
conference foes, Western, Mur- 
ray, Tennessee Tech and More- 
head. 
Tied at 1-2 are Murray, West- 
ern, Tennessee Tech, Austin Pe- 
ay and Middle Tennessee. 
After going winless in Its first 
three games, Western has won 
two straight. The Hilltoppers ed- 
ged Northern Illinois 14-12 and 
shutout   Tennessee   Tech  42-0. 
Vance Had Two TD Passes 
Senior quarterback Johnny 
Vance threw two -touchdown 
passes against Tech last Satur- 
day, a 46-yard toss to Jay Dav- 
is and a 74-yard strike to fresh- 
man end Daryl Smith. 
Middle Tennessee dimmed the 
Murray hopes of taking the OVC 
crown last weekend by downing 
the Racers 31-24. recently broke Western's Dickie 
The Blue Raiders marched 80 Moore's career rushing yardage 
yards In five plays In the last record of 3,560 yards, 
five minutes of the game to win 
their  first  game of the year. 
So far this season, Tennessee 
Tech and Austin Peay have been 
led by AU-OVC performers and 
A11-America candidates Larry 
Schrelber and Harold (Red) Rob- 
erts. 
Schrelber could become only 
the seventh player in collegiate 
football history to gain 4,000 
yards rushing in a career. Be- 
fore last Saturday's games he 
needed only 422 yards to reach 
the goal. • 
Schrelber leads ail conference 
rushers this season, followed by 
Eastern's Jimmy Brooks and 
East Tennessee's  Mike Young. 
Roberts set a new conference 
mark . for career receptions 
against Morehead two weeks ago. 
His 12 catches against the Eag- 
les gave him 147 for his career. 
\ 
(Eastern's  former star, Aaron 
Marsh,  held this record before 
Roberts broke It) 
Schrelber Holds 20 Records 
Tech's   Schrelber   holds 
school and six OVC marks. 
Roberts 
receivers 
14 receptions 
He four TD's. 
is leading OVC pass 
this  season with  28 
for   387  yards and 
Corn Huskers Lotion 
7oz. 
I   $1.09 Value 
Johnson's 
Glo-Coat Floor Wax 
770 27 oz. $1.09  Value 
Micrin 
Antiseptic Mouth wash 
$1.19 12 
Value 
ri 
NEW KLEENEX0 
200's 
35c Value 
Ths big news is the big tie 1.. and the big selection 
is at Penneys. Our Towncraft designers have turned 
their talents to wider tie fashions in a big way. 
These new 4" ultra wides are yours in rich, new 
twill weave solids and ships*. In colors coordinated 
with today's deep tones. Fine silk and Dacron* 
polyester. And, they're priced at only 3.50 
7 
$1.10 
Value 
PRELL 
Shampoo 
Large 
$1.50 
Value 
VISINE 
Eye Drops $11 
Just Wonderful 
HAIR SPRAY 
13 Oz. 
RISE 
Shave Cream 
11-Ot 
v-'i-.i^Aiff-^y ■i--;;*zr?±f:.f-■■ *&M~&&^& 
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Headhunters, Renegades 
Chosen For Zips' Game 
i' 
James Croudep, a freshman 
linebacker, has been selected 
Headhunter Back of the Week 
tor the Akron game. He had nine 
tackles, 13 assists, and inter- 
cepted a pass to set up Eastern's 
lone touchdown. 
The   Headhunter  Lineman of 
the Week has gone to Eddie Huf- 
fman, a 225-pound sophomore 
tackle, who had 12 tackles and 
11 assists against the Zips. 
The Renegade Back and Line- 
man of the Week were Butch 
Evans and James Wilson. 
• « 
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND.  KENTUCKY 
Where You Get Quality 
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And 
Three-Hour Shirt Service 
6 Days A Week 
Evans-Versatile Athlete 
Prep Quarterback Makes Switch To Fullback 
Eastern's Junior Fullback 
Butch Evans. Eastern's junior fullback, has taken over Bob 
Beck's vacated slot and done an adrmrable job. He is perhaps 
ons of the fastest fullbacks in the conference and carries out 
his blocking assignments with ease. He was named last 
week's Renegade Back of the Week against Akron. 
(Photo by Craig Clover) 
RICHMOND DRIVE-IN THEATRE 
4 Miles South on U.S. 25, Bereo Road - Phone 623-1718 
SPECIAL ATTRACTION 
ADM. S1.S0 
m 
>« 
It is entirely 
possible to 
make 
excitation 
away 
of life. 
THE 
ORIGINAL 
AND ONLY! 
t a woman 
'} with ESSY PERSSON 
Star of "Therese and Isabelle 
The Total female Animal! 
■ 
KADLCY H. MCTZMR »i«»> 
BY JIMMY HOUSE 
Staff Sports Reporter 
Making the switch from high 
school to college football is 
probably harder for a fullback 
than for any other player. 
Butch Evans seems to have 
made the switch well. A former 
quarterback and defensive back, 
Evans is used to being moved 
around. 
After being moved to fullback 
his sophomore year in high 
school, Evans was named to the 
All-Mid-Kentucky Conference 
team. That same year, which 
Evans says was his best, he 
scored 12 touchdowns and gained 
1,032 yards. He also had eight 
runs  of more than 70 yards. 
In college, however, these Im- 
pressive statistics seem to disa- 
ppear because a fullback's job 
changes from that of a runner to 
that of a blocker. 
Now Evans carries the ball 
on an average of only five or 
six times per game. His biggest 
output of this season was nine 
carries against Austin Peay, when 
he picked up 34 yards for the day. 
Evans, however, does not mind 
that he  now carries the ball 
less than ever. 
"I get as much of a sensa- 
tion out of seeing a guy on the 
ground that I've put there as I do 
by carrying the ball," he admits. 
"My main Job is opening up a 
hole for (Jimmy) Brooks or some 
of the others." 
The 6-foot, 210 pound Junior 
came to Eastern without a schol- 
arship, but according to the 
coaches, showed them, "became 
to play." Eastern's coaching 
staff also insists that "with 
Improvement in his blocking 
technique he could be the best 
fullback in the OVC." 
Evans carries out his block- 
ing "responsibility", as he puts 
it, to the utmost. Mowing down 
defensive linemen Is Evans' 
"cup of tea." It would seem, 
that there Is very little doubt 
in the Eastern camp that Evans 
Is the best in the conference 
at his position. 
Evans is second in the con- 
ference and leads the Colonels 
in scoring with 24   points. 
As a fullback, he has no spec - 
ial drills of his own. He begins 
the week with the rest of the backs 
by loosening up and running out 
the soreness from the previous 
Saturday's clash, and by sizing 
up     the  defensive  alignments 
of the coming weekend's foe. 
The remainder of the week's 
sessions are spent polishing 
the offense and getting the tim- 
ing down. 
"All week, though/' Evans 
said "We're getting mentally 
ready for the game." Evans 
thinks that "the mental aspect 
Is Just as Important as the 
physical aspect of football. You 
must be prepared mentally." 
Preparing mentally forSatur- 
day's clash with rival Western 
presents no problem for Evans. 
The same goes for the rest of 
the squad. 
" Even though if s Just another 
one of the 10 games we have to 
play " he admits, "you can feel 
the team's morale building Mon- 
day afternoon on the practice 
field." 
Asked if Western's defensive 
end, Lawrence Brame, gives him 
any trouble, Evans replied that, 
he would "rather block Brame 
than Reid or Yeldell."1 Held and 
Yeldell cover each end of East- 
ern's defensive wall. 
Evans' counterpart on last 
year's squad which defeated 
Western 16-7, Bob Beck played 
an important role In the "big 
show." Beck's blocking helped 
provide the other Eastern backs 
with plenty of running room. 
•I 
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Brooks Praises Eastern's Team Effort 
(Continued from Page Five) That's when I started thinking 
baseball glove and concentrate about how it would feel to lead 
on football. the nation's freshmen in rush- 
"College football is the great- ing," Brooks said. 
est thrill of all," he said. "There   His accomplishment   is   his- 
ls Just so much enthusiasm bet- tory   now.  Jimmy's   goal was 
ween the students and faculty: achieved, plus me fact he gained 
it's fantastic. 1.067 yards on the ground. 
"I read a lot about Eastern when     No one In Eastern's history 
I was still In high school," the had  ever   gained  1,000  yards 
20-year-old      sophomore   said.In a 
"I knew they had a good team and "After 
I 
of accomplishing something you 
set out to do gives you a great 
feeling." 
Mental Game 
Brooks accomplished his goal, 
but it didn't come without fore- 
sight. "Football is definitely a 
mental   game,"  Brooks   said. 
"You've got to be mentally single season until Brooks. rMd^  ^^ more TO ^ ^ 
»rthe season I wasn't.really gical^ you m can>t ^ 
UTA LEVKA-CLAUDE RINGER 
CARL MOHNER ■ rSSuRtSnUtm 
■*J8S< 
Adults Only. Children Under 16 Not Admitted 
CHAPPY 
wanted   to  be  part  of it."   elated," Brooks said.   "It was ^ aWurday morning and decide 
Brooks didn't have to come to Just a goal I set for myself. It you»re going to play football that 
Eastern. He had football scholar- was Just something I wanted to afternoon, 
ship offers from Nebraska, thev do.   I  Just wanted to gain 1,000     «,A dMlre has got to be built 
University of Cincinnati, Michi- yards. up during the week, the whole 
gan State and 52 others. ffl      ft: -M T  others        *••*»   atarting   with Monday's 
Baseball scholarship offers al- uives wreow *» w««™ practice.  The  coaches here at 
so came from the University of      "what I did last year was Eastern are great. They do a 
Minnesota, again the University grBtti But u couldn't have been heckuva Job getting this team 
done   without   the   aid   of   the   ready to play." 
other ten players. The offensive       „    _.    , Ahnllf p„hilcltv line      was   fantastic." Brooks       HM Mess About Punuewy 
relates.    "I   guess It's really      speaking    about    publicity, 
what's   up front that counts,"   Brooks once again shows he's 
Brooks said, referring to the of- very mucD a team player, 
f enslve line. "Publicity never affected me," 
Last year Brooks was the only ne ^^ «j a^ everybody reads 
freshmen to make the All-Ohio   about themself. It's only natural 
Valley Conference first team. He g^ when you do you're proud. 
"While I was still in high school was also a member of the very  But that's as far as it goes. 
lied Jefferaon County tascorlngjjelect Colonel Club. «<The  job has to be done on 
■^T^Rocords also tell during last me field, not in the papers. And 
year's campaign. He gained the besides, for everything anyone 
most yards by any runner in accomplishes on a football field, 
one season at Eastern. His clos- 
est rival had only 687 yards. Ha 
now holds the record for the most 
yards gained in one game, 187, 
against Tennessee Tech. Most 
carries In one game and most 
carries for a season are also 
in his repertoire of records, 37 
and 188 respectively. 
of   Cincinnati,   Kent State and 
Wake Forest 
Brooks is best known on the 
Eastern campus for his foot- 
ball prowess. Last year be was 
almost Mr. Everything. Be- 
fore the season even got under 
way, he set a goal for himself. 
Dream Comes True 
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"My biggest satisfaction, is 
of course gaining over a 100 
yards, but only because I ac- 
complished something I sat out 
to do," Brooks said. "It was sort 
of funny the way It occurred. It 
was during the Morebead game 
and   I  was hurt pretty badly. 
"At the time I was injured, I 
was told later, I was only 20 
yards shy of my goal. The coach 
knew how much I wanted those 
1,000 yards, so after I set out 
awhile, he put me back into the 
game," Jim said. 
"To tell the truth, I still felt 
a little woosy when I was sent 
back in. Finally I did gain those 
extra 20 yards. 
"I guess because of the injury 
I didn't really realize what I 
had done until later, much later 
after the game. I really felt 
great, It's something you Just 
can't describe, but   the feeling 
there are others fellows that make 
it possible. Without the other men. 
nothing could be dons." 
Before   coming     to    East- 
ern, Brooks made quite a name 
for himself, not only here'in 
Kentucky but also in Germany. 
In the European country be was 
selected to the first team All- 
Germany squad. 
"I'm especially proud of this 
honor," Brooks said. The honors 
don't stop there. 
At Valley High he was selected 
to the first team All-Kentucky 
squad by the Louisville Courier- 
Journal. He also was a Prep 
All-American and on the second 
team All-Southern States squad. 
"To have an outstanding foot- 
ball   team   like we do 
Brooks Eludes Tackier 
■  r 
This was part of the scene in last year's homecoming against 
Murray as Jimmy Brooks broke loose from this tackle for a 
bis; gain. Brooks was the leading freshman ground gainer 
in the country last season with 1,013 yards. 
(Staff Photo by Bob Whitlock) 
Crucial Test 
(Continued from Page Four) a top-night passing attack, but 
this time the 'Toppers will 
Groan, a Junior. He lad the have to contend with the Col- 
Toppers last season with five onel's potent running game head- 
interceptions and has intercept- ed by Jimmy Brooks and Butch 
ad one this year and returned Evans. 
it for a touchdown. The' Eastern-Western   series 
Groan is also Western's lead-  started back in 1914. when the twe 
here at ing punt return man with   155 schools played each other twlct 
m 
BJSJ 
FINE FOODS 
Monday - Friday 
FREEMAN 
CITY 
BROGUE 
ll:OOA.M. 8:00 P.M 
■ 
Closed on Saturday 
SUNDAY 
11:30 A.M. 4:00 P.M 
A  new way with wings. 
equared front, big brass 
ucKled strap in Brown 
Action-Finish Grain leather. 
Also Black. 
DIPLOMAT $22.95 
agmi&aftymi 
214 WEST MAIN 
Master Charge-BankAmerlcard 
Hrs. Mon. A Fri. 9-9 
Taws. - Sat. 9-«  . 
Eastern, the coaches have to be **-«*» £ M a^Smpts* 
outstanding. "Brooks aid. "Coach on* D*0* *°r * TO>        ~ 
Kidd  is   one  of   the   greatest      The collision with the Colonels 
coaches I've played for. He un- *Ua Saturday   presents  a little 
derstands the problems we have different challenge than lnprev- 
and he talks to us about them, ious seasons.   While Jim Guice 
"I don't Just mean problems we i was leading   the Eastern attack 
might have on the football field, Western knew it would be facing 
but personal problems also. In 
order to play for a coach you've 
got  to have respect for him. 
"I   certainly have it for him, 
and also the rest of the coach- 
ing staff. They're all great foot- 
ball coaches and people." 
Before Brooks takes to coach- 
ing after   leaving the Colonel 
campus he wants to give   pro- 
fessional   football   a try.  "I'd 
like to play for about five years, 
then get married, and buy a beau- 
tiful home in Colorado," he said. 
Already, Just after his fresh- 
men year of competitlon,he's been| 
personally contacted by the San 
Diego Chargers of the Ameri- 
can Football League and New Or- 
leans Saints of the National Foot- 
ball League. 
Brooks has also received let- 
ters from a "few" teams In the 
Canadian Football league. 
He ran snd split the two decisions. The 
Hiiitoppers hold the .edge in the 
series,  25-15. 
There     have bean two ties 
a scoreless deadlock in 1915 ana 
a classic 14-14 struggle on the 
Hill topper's last trip to Richmond" 
in 1967. 
■ ,.j 
HOME COOKING 
You Are Always Welcome at... 
GOLDEN RULE CAFE 
We are known for good food. 
Home of delicious Homemade Bread 
I 
$ 
i. 
i' 
I 
423-9969 South  First  Strew* 
firATfli 1AM Mm 
mm mtmmv 
"Figure On Banking With Us" 
TWO C0NVEMN1 10CATI0NS- 
- hWN STREET & BIG Hill AVENUE 
The Race Is On .. . Eastern Progress, Thurs., Oct. 23, 1969, Page 7 
Eastern Loses First Time Ever To Morehead Even Though Silvious Finishes First 
And they're   off.  Eastern's  and Morehead's cross  country 
squads met last week in Eastern's only home meet of the 
season. Although Eastern's Ken Silvious finished first only 
four seconds from the course record set by Grant Colehour, 
Eastern lost to Morehead for the first time in the history 
of cross country at Eastern. 26-29. (Photo by Craig Clover) 
Cross Country Team Loses Meet 
| To Morehead Eagles, 26-29 
M-.I   .1... I. lV.^u>lth>lhH. Cartliar       Ka»t        In        thu      rocd fln> WArlf 
Kraiss Places Third 
Eastern's Jerry Kraiss and Morehead's Thurman Twinges 
battled for third place In last week's cross country meet, 
but Kraiss finished one second ahead of Tsanges. Eastern 
lost the  meet, however, to Morehead. 26-29. 
(Photo by Craig Clover) 
BY RAY WALKER 
Staff Sports Reporter 
For the first time in Eastern's 
history Morehead State Univer- 
sity     defeated    the    Colonels 
In cross-country   by 
26-29. 
first place In the race at the Mad-    Farther   back   In   the race, 
ison Country Club with a time In another duel between two East- 
the four-mile run of 20:10, tour ern members took place between 
seconds  off the course record of Ron   Bock   and   Harold   Burke. 
20:06 set by Grant Colehour.      Bock also won by one second. 
George Price of Morehead was     Coach E. G. Plummer was dls- 
second foUowed by Jerry Kraiss appointed with the loss, but he 
coioneis   of Eastern. In the final 100yards   felt   that  several  runners  dls- 
a score of  Kraiss and Thurman Tsanges of played   their   best   efforts  yet. 
MSU battled for third place with He commended both Jimmy Nich- 
Eastern's Ken Silvious claimed Kraiss winning by one second, ols and Mark Brandon for their 
fi e work. 
This weekend Eastern will go to 
Lexington for the NCAA Reg- 
lonals. The Colonels are still 
looking for their first victory. 
Coach Plummer said he would 
like to thank students for not 
walking on the new surface of the 
track. There has been Just one 
incident this week. 
ive Starters Absent As Colonels Lose Second 
ame Of Season  : Powerful Akron Wins 28-9 
BY BOB BABBAGE 
Staff Sports Reporter 
Scoring first, but playing with- 
out the services of five starters, 
Eastern fell Saturday to the ninth- 
ranked Zips of Akron, 28-9. 
"Whenever you have that many 
starters out you're bound to be 
hurting," Coach Roy Kldd said. 
"wo   running   backs, two line- 
«' /ackers   and the Colonels'  top 
ft ecelvers were all on the bench. 
"Our defense was hurt wlth- 
* out (Rich) cook and (Rich) Thom- 
is," Kldd added about his young 
nebackers for whom he has had 
, luch praise this season. 
Jimmy Brooks carried one 
time for four yards before he 
left the game due to an ankle 
'njury. Eastern gamed only 54 
/ards while Akron had 367. 
End Don Buehler, a senior buf 
who  has  a  year of eligibility 
^^B_ 
left, saw no action and was Joined third score. Jack Beldleman, who 
by sophomore Chuck Walroth, who was good for 800 yards in 1968, 
missed his fourth game. scored oaa 96 yard kick-off re- 
Walroth  played only, the first turn, 
few minutes of the first Colonel 
game, and the earliest he is ex- 
pected to return would be for 
the last two games. 
"He'll probably be a red shirt," 
Kldd said. "It's unlikely that 
we'd play him In two games and 
sacrifice a whole season, unless 
we're in a race for the champ- 
ionship." 
Neither team scored in the 
first quarter with Eastern getting 
on the board first early In the 
second quarter. Butch Evans ran 
for the touchdown and Ralph Gill- 
espie's kick was good. However, 
the Zips had a 14-7 lead at half- 
time. 
Running back Ron Lemon 
scored both of Akron's first half 
TDs with a four-yard run and 
six-yard pass reception from 
sophomore quarterback Mlc Hun- 
ter. 
Another pass set up Akron's 
Eastern had a two-point safety 
In the fourth quarter when Steve 
Hunter was dropped In the end 
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JAY DAVIS 
HUltopper Split End 
— 
See The Now Clothes 
In Our Jerome Boutique 
Blow their mind* completely this fail with your own personal 
renewal of surprising summer warmth. It Isn't easy untoM 
you've got the message and the means . .   . make-up KNOW 
HOW and really good cosmetics like JEROME'S . . . 
FABULOUS FACE for FALL.. .no charge 
Autumn's happening for yon and 
waiting MY,. 
DIAL 
623-1600 
M the 
Eastern 
By-Pass 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
HOMECOMING 1SG 
. ■«. 
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Louisa's fake fur will be the  must 
for the games- 
This new jumper outfit comes com- 
plete with flaired slacks and coat. 
e    e 
This cape suit by SEATON HALL will 
be accented by Louisa's new floppy 
cap. 
Ittiuprailg 
THE U-SHOP FEATURES 
MISS LOUISA ANN FLOOK 
IN   HER   HOMECOMING FASHIONS 
YOU CAN KT. . . FROM THE TOP OF YOUR HEAD TO THE TIP 
OF YOUR TOES ... THE U-SHOP HAS IT FOR YOU!! 
Don't be A drag this Homecoming • . . 
See these fashions and more at 
Louisa is just browsing now for her 
next outfit . . . won't you join her. 
•     e 
e     • 
. 
Louisa swings out in her new suit by 
EMILY M. 
212 Wafer Street Dial 623-9674 
Wow . . . what an after the game 
outfit. 
■■■■ ^H 
^^H 
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Prepare For Winter-Sale 
"7B». 
eas ^CHARGE IT 
Shake Me Out! 
From $4.00 
to $12.00 
I shimmer and shine and become alive with a 
few quick shakes. I'm just like al beautiful 
long-hair furs; my hair tends to lie down whan 
I'm not being used.  Don't comb me . . . Shake 
Me- 
Fun In Furs? 
Sure, why not? 
Don't take yourself 
too seriously . . . 
it's chic to be non- 
chalant in our fun furs 
a warm, wonder- 
ful way to be 
fashionable  any  time. 
Rag. $22.99 
sale 16, 
Gloves Make News! 
Knit gloves, Creslan makes them 
warm, soft, luxuriant    and more 
fashionable than ever 
Reg. $4.00 ;-» 
Men's Gloves — Genuine leather. For softness, 
smartness, wearability, genuine fur lining for 
warmth and comfort* Reg. 4.99. 
sale 4.00 
sale 3.00 
v~ Knit Hats 
100% Virgin Wool 
Reg. $3.00       Sale 2.50 
Knit Scarfs 
good assortment of styles and colors. 
R.,.$4.OO sale 3.00 
The news in fall 
exciting new colors 
hats.   You'll find 
and styles at Britts. 
Reg. 3.99. 
sale 2.00 
■o 
,, .... IS 
This jacket is 
a zip-in hood for 
100% nylon with 
those cold winter 
wfll be 
ft fin sJOMrujn. Jo v 
j^U'M «MfT   .eiflk&W 
sale 10.00 
f\ 
,i 
V^ 
)|:l.\ 
Qrtits- " with\H the fashion- 
Hp   collar,    different   styles 
and colors to choose from. 
$55.00 
^wl        Silt 8-16 
15% Wool      15% Won 
Itf. $79.99 
sale 69.00 
SPORT COATS 
Discover  spectacular  values 
in   sportcots   right   now   at 
Britts.    Coats with comfort 
and   warmth  with   a  formal 
look- 
Comp. at 39.95 
n 
sale 25.00 
Reg. 32.99 
Casual, versatile good looks such as these car 
coats will see you through many occasions. 
ale 25.00 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER 
LANCASTER A EASTERN IT-PASS. RICHMOHO. KT. 40475. Ill: (606) 623-7177 
^. 
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Homecoming Parade 
To Include 33 Floats 
Homecoming 
Calendar 
Thirty-three campus organization* will have en- 
tries in Saturday's Homecoming Parade which will be- 
gin at 10 a.m. 
HOMECOMING PROGRAM 
Dr. Arvtlle Wbealar, professor _   -^       _„,.     SSZ. pOfiZma?' "^ 
ol education administration, will ' +**• ~~ Bon"ro' s««»«nt ^P SJ**'* 
Sja^ioarS. ' 1^1 .^ - Homecoming Dance. Student\™*»»»*' 
Rti«rv«   Oftlctr      Training Football and Buffet Lunche^ttckete available nera. 
v Tha parada will form on Park and tha Suriners Band from Lea- ^^SSSl^SPSi £r2w 
Drlva batwaan Lancaster Avanua liifton wOl provlda music for tha ter Guerjnas and thaI'arahin* ,. 
and Kit Carson Drlva. parade *hlla Louisa Flook.East- Riflee, wUl ted precision and • -.m. - 1 
Satarday. October to 
for the Baatern-Weitern game fo on  »»,e 
Tha routa from Park Avanua arn'a "Miss Kantucay" and last 
will be right onto Lancaster, year's Homecoming Quean, and 
north on Lancaster to Main, east the IS candiates for this year s 
on Main to Collins, south on Col- Queen will supply tha beauty. 
fins to Summit, wast on Summit Tha high school bands in tha 
to Madison, and south on Mad- parada include Madison High 
ison (in front of Talford Hall) to School, Madison Cantral High 
Kit Carson. School, Eastern's Modal Labor- 
| Eastern's Marching Maroons, story School and Trimble County 
tour or more high school beads High School 
apectacle to tha parada. at the .• tadium  ticket windows. ... 
I a.m. - i aim. — Registration. Lobby. Student Union Building. 
Float entries, In tha Parade Candidates for Homeoomng Queen presented 
£"IL£ ^«cSaSr(o?i    • «-«"• - Ahunnl Bxecutive-CommlRie Mating 
g^^alTlphaC^mmaD^- JJ^ -*2?T3£?£m~. Economies Alumnae and 
thciThusbands. Room 108. Burrier Building 
a.m. — Cornerstone-laying ceremony at tha new stadium. 
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Student Seats Number 
5,163 This Saturday 
Student aeatine arranse-    «udeat *•**» "t*1 "** **** hav* not arrWr*wm **" **4 Student seating arrange-       ^UoM  A.B.C,AA,BB sod  tamporary carda honorad. 
menU for Saturday's Home- £c "JJ^Jn, factions used by     All stadium saat Uckats nadj 
coming game against West- .^gots during ths firet game, baan sold out Tuesday with only 
ern  in   new   Hanger  Field bleacher seat tickets remaining; 
will be similar to the ones    ^^ ^ .,,* .ntar by %$*$£!%£* ^tnSgal 
used for the  Austin Peay tha north ramp (the one closast ^    delegation of Western stud} 
to   tha nhsorvatorv). Gates Will ._ . „„_»„,. („„i,„u„„„ , 
i 
game. 
ta, B; Sigma Tau PI, O; East 
arn College Republicans, O; Kap 
(Centlimed on Page Thlrtoes) 
Raids Net 16 Arrests 
Sixteen youths   were arrested 
1st Thursday during   a raid on 
iraa Richmond bars by the Al- 
Dholic Beverage Control Com- 
lsslon  and    Kentucky    State 
Police. 
J The youths .moat of whom were 
reportedly    Eastern    students, 
Jere arraigned before County 
udge Robert Turlay and released 
on $500 appearance bends.A 
hearing is scheduled for tomor- 
row. 
According to Lt. James M. 
Cox, Post Commander, fire per- 
sons were taken Into custody 
at the Bear and toe Bull, six 
at tha Dungeon and five at 
Speck's. 
Charges of possession of al- 
coholic beverages by a minor 
were lodged against IS of those 
Student Union 
Having Buffet 
This Saturday 
n 
11 a.m. — Concert — Van.Beursem Pavilion 
11:80 a-m. -1:50 p.m. — Buffet Luncheon. Student Union 
11:S0 ■•m. — Veterans Village Reunion Luncheon — 
Private Dining Room . 
Noon — dates open at the new stadium. 
1:30 p.m. — Pregame Ceremonies 
Queen 
2 p.m. — Football Game:  Eastern   vs. Western 
(advance tickets may be ordered from. Athletic Ticket Sales, 
EKU 
4:30 |un. — Post Game Reception — Walnut Hall, SUB 
6 • S p.m. — Buffet Dinner — Arlington 
REUNION — Veterans Village Alumni: all former students who 
lived in Veterans Village 
8 pan. 1 a.m. — Dance at the Mujebarn 
S pjn.-saldnlght — Danoa at tie Richmond National Guard 
Armory sponsored by Omega Phi Pal Fraternity.  
"Crown Quean of Ebony Isle," 
is the theme of tha post-Home- 
coming dance this Saturday night 
from 8 to midnight sponsored 
by Omega Phi Psl Fraternity at 
the Richmond National Guard 
Armory. 
"The Chattanooga Coachmen^" 
Mercury Records artists, wfll 
provide music for the 8 until 
midnight semi-formal dance. 
.Individual tickets are $2 in ad- 
vance and $2.50 at the door. 
Advance tickets may be pur- 
chased from any member of the 
fraternity. 
arrested. Two were charged cltitens. We Just decided to 
with selling alcoholic beverages find out If the complaints were 
to minors. One was arrested for valid. And we did." 
public drunkenness and one bar- Lt Cox added that there will 
tender was charged with sell- be periodic checks made by ABC 
ing alcoholic beverages while agents and the State Police to 
under age, but which has since insure enforcement of the law. 
been amended to possession by 
s minor. 
All 16 were taken to the State 
Police Barracks where they were 
fingerprinted sad photographed. 
Owners of the businesses will 
be cited    before toe Alcoholic 
Beverage Control Commission, The Student Union Cafeteria 
authorities said. A date for wU1 be serving a special buffet 
their hearing has not bean set. meal from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 
Explaining tha involvement of p,m. Saturday which will coat 
the State Police Lt Cox said, 32.50 a person. 
"The raid was stimulated by the Martin Hall Cafeteria will be 
large number of complaints that serving a regular cafeteria 
were received   from Interested gtyie     meal from 10 a.m. to 
~ 1 p.m. for tha benefit of those 
attend the 
Larry 
Martin, director of food serv 
ices. 
ThaStoderfUij*i GriU WU]i be ■   .*■ , .— -Jjj£&fij-M stag and $2 
open all day, and Weaver Grill of student interest   cnucx *"oyn*  4^^^"" ,    .H-AM. <* tmaMbs- 
Noises Expected 
Next Tuesday 
"An intense noise level" will 
occur at Eastern next Tuesday, 
according to Mr. E.W. Chap- 
man, buildings and grounds di- 
rector. 
The noise will be caused by a 
discharge of excess steam in 
tha testing of the new No. 4 
Crowning of Homecoming boiler  on toe campus, he said. 
He added mat this will be the 
final  tost  of  toe new hollar. 
to the observatory). ates will ^ u expected, including a groui 
open at noon, though all persons whlch lg rumtfng a ball of 
are expected to go as early as Rlchroond from Bowling Greenj 
possible. A capacity crowd li 
expected. 
Bead Not In Student Seetlea 
•Eastern's band will not sit in 
the student section this game, 
but in bleachers on the east side 
of the field. 
Approximately   17,000   seats 
should be available for the  2 
p.m. game, which    Includes 440 
extra  bleacher seats and 550 
easts made available by the com- 
pletion of another stadium bay. 
s  VOT vm vwmu* «■
fraternity Having Dance&jjggfS 
fAt Armory Saturday 
Barn' pance 
SaturdayNight 
On-campus students should 
walk to the game. Off-campus 
students who must drive should 
park in Alumni Coliseum park- 
ing lot Kit Carson Drive will 
again be closed. 
Go On Sale At 9 a-m. 
Stockton's 
Dru&s 
Founder's Day 
This*Saturday 
On Saturday, members of East- 
ern's chapter of Kappa Delta So- 
rority will celebrate the 72nd 
anniversary of Founder's Day. 
For its national philanthropy. 
Kappa Delta gives $10,000 an- 
nually toward support of six beds 
at the Crippled Children's Hos- 
pital la Richmond, Va., and 
makes regular contributions for 
special projects or equipment      Tickets will go on sale at 9 
for the hospital. ^m,  Saturday at the stadium 
Individual members contribute UcJwt wmdowa. 
to the Hospital Fund by pur- 
chasing Kappa Delta Christmas      Eastern students willbeadmit- 
seals. Members provlda toys and tad to the game on their I.D.a' 
clothing ss welt  students whoso permanent LPg!* 
tola  Saturday when the Veterans 
Club  sponsors a dance featur- 
ing    the   "Evolution of Sound" 
DUguetodly bemoaning, a lack Torn UtfsiM 
BY CBAIG AMMERMAN 
Staff 
testant will be Judged on per- 
sonality, personal appearance, 
charm and personal eloquence. 
The four will be presented in 
s formal ceremony. Tha candi- 
dates were chosen by campus or- 
ganirationa two weeks ago and 
their pictures are now displayed 
in front of toe Campus Book 
store in the Student Union Build- 
ing. 
Robert Warfleld, president of 
4:30 p.m. 
on 7ru^c^toono"pour^"hU ft 7  •*«•****** 
troubles. i 10» "• mW,n*ht *" u 
Poynter says he is   worried , . w   ':' 
that lack of student Interest at Hepea Bam Is Used 
the center which he manages wilt 
hurt the future of theMulebarn, "We hope many students will 
* RAincT P <*mf\\rt*A "We've had some good orowdl get a chance to see the Mule- 
- DCing  JVCmOVeU these first few weeks," Poynter barn Saturday, and will return 
said.  "But they haven't been as often," Poynter said. 
good as they should be." *     "Thafs probably our biggest 
can handle well problem—not   enough   students 
Cyclamate 
Beverages 
BY PATRICIA OABB goo  M t ey 
"All beverages containing cy-    "This place 
Omega Phi Psl Fraternity, told clamate are being removed from over 100 people.   And   tall mi have seen this place. There're 
f term <_   pr0creS8t <«We hope to bring the campus faculties ss rapidly where there Is a bettor place foV probably many students  who've 
Four candidates for Queen are ,^i«PTmiiniinlcatlon and rep-   as possible." according to Mr. students to go."        -.      ,      I never heard of lt" 
Sandra Jones, Lenlse Ball, Lin- 
da Marsh sad Barbara McWhor- 
ter. A panel of four Judges will 
better co mu i ti - 
resentation of all people in toe 
campus community. 
a ,
Larry Martin, director of food 
services. 
temporary— 
w ■ V ■ 
m 
■1 ■m m     m 
■ 1 rafli 1 
. ,.--A i-a-'-U- :.*   ■   saaal 
sf   ^ ■ 
,
Poynter said nightly 
have   averaged around 
The statement was made af- all sconce, eltoas 
tor Robert Finch,'S*cretaxy of students on somewoc- 
Health. TtWcatiqiftend Welfare,    The Muleb%rhi* « 
said last weekend Jbat the use of modeled atrueture < 
cyclamate  could cause cancer. Foundation's  170-a 
Cyclamate, which has been be-estate   one mile north of Rich 
lug used ss an artifleal sweet- mood's   city limits on UJS. 
ener, has been removed from the 
cafeteria lines. Beverages eon- Wee Stock Ban 
tainlng cyclamate are being re- 
moved from the grills and vend-    The former barn for cows 
ing machines immediately. mules has undergone  extend 
Mr. Martin said that a rap- ehange    with conches, 
resentottve from  toe Coca- ColataMea, soft drink and candy 
Company had informed him that chines   on one end and a d 
another artif leal sweetener has floor and stage at the other 
been   developed   and Is   being    «Thie    place has greet , 
tested for possible use as s sub- siblllties"" Poynter said. " 
stitute for cyclamate. it ail depends on the students 
Mr. Martin also said, "Sac-     poynter hopes the center 
char in is not toe same as cycla- receive   a great boost at 6 P.I 
I i .
crowd 1    Poynter   thinks   farther  sd- 
40, nc   ditions   may  be made    to the 
as 10   Mulebarn If jStodaMs   begin to 
nighb   use it Jh.      £* 
"There'reaaieady OuUets hete 
ra to establish a mod service " he 
cre Arllngto   said.    "And President (Robert) 
OFFICE PH. 623-3130 NI6HT PH. 623-4574 
327-321! 
EVANS C. SPURLIN 
REALTOR 
FARMS - COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL 
PRIVATE & AUCTION SALES 
IN BUSINESS SINCE 1955 
DOUGLAS CHENAULT. Salesman 
PHILIP CUNNA6IN, Salesman 
EAST   MAIN   ST. RICHMOND.   KY. 
Martin said he would Install 
complete heating facilities for 
the winter months If student 
use     demanded such a move. 
"There's even a chance we . 
might remodel the upstairs and 
put in television sets and other 
things, but all that will come lat- 
er." 
For the third time in 80 min- 
utes, Poynter had to tell students 
who drove up to the Mulebarn 
thai it was closed on Mondays, 
but open every other day. 
(Continued on Page Thirteen) 
mate and it la still available 
in  our   cafeterias for dieters 
and diabetics."  L 
Interfaith Council 
Selling Items 
Interfaith Council is selling 
various items today, tomorrow 
and next Monday through Friday 
at the Methodist Center, Uni- 
versity Drive. 
Items being sold Include pil- 
lows, pens, greeting cards and 
Most I.D.s 
Available 
Take home a 
TON 
Most   permanent student LD. 
cards are available In the sec- 
ond  floor hall, Administration 
Building,    between 8 a.m. and 
4:80 p.m. 
Temporary I.D.'a must be pre- 
sented to obtain permanent ones. 
There is no  charge for the new 
Students whose LD.'s have not 
arrived will have their tempor- 
ary  cards honored until the new 
ievrs 
II. 
L 
GARLAND JtTT -117 Main St. 
•ortable feast... 
GHT! 
A barrel full of tender and 
tasty Colonel Sanders' 
kecipc Kentucky Fried 
"Chicken. 21 pieces of the 
most flavorful chicken you 
ever ate. 
And all you do is pick it up 
and take it home. 
The service is sudden 1 
Take it from the Colonel A . "it's finger lielcln* good !"$ 
(Other size orders available. With or without side dishes.) 
Main Street 
Welcome 
Eastern 
Students 
and 
Faculty 
^ 
623-3248 
"CALL   US 
FOK YOUH 
DRUG 
NEEDS' >>/ 
>. 
Sty? 
Hniupr0tty 
&ljflp 
COLONEL DRIVE-IN 
MS Hill AVI. DIAL 623-4158 
saaaaaj 
RICHMOND. KY. 
a 
*m 
M •»♦!> 
v, FOR THi BIST WUlttj IH 
WORTSWtAR, SHIR) 
BLOUSES, SWEAIfl 
SHOP 
Seamless 
MESH 
HOSE 
2 prs. 
$|00 
42J-4M1 
■ •■■ • ,'.t;j ■■ 
KLIIM 
HMOND, KY. 
J-..     - ■ ' ■ 
.. 1»1' 
;. 1-•» ' 
,, .. >n 
>< n ■ 
AREYOUCOVERECI? 
You're  not  If  your wardrobe 
doesn't boast the new bush-     Every huntress needs a bush 
coat.   This   plaid   number   is    jacket, regardless of the quarry. 
lined against the icy blasts of    This one is lightweight unlined 
winter.  It's tailored to flatter, 
belted to fit and patterned to 
knock  out  your  competition. 
Those pants from MALE9 are 
fitted and flared. 
212 WATER STRICT 
and styled for action in rain or 
shine. Nice? 
MHLuan 
■wKtrtniwItrH-K 
Ana 
8tedeat Charge 
WetoosM 
623-9674 
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Eastern Marching Band 
To 'Come On Strong' 
11 Exiles To Play Tomorrow Night i 
1c 
01 
let 
BY SONJA FOLEY 
Staff Reporter 
Coming on strong this Saturday will be Eastern's 
Marching Band. 
"I can't imagine when we've had a larger group," 
Mr. Gerald Grose, conductor, said, adding that "162 
persons will be performing." 
(EDITOR'S   NOTE:   Reason- 
able, pertinent questions for this 
The band's Initial performance feature-service may be sent to 
will be at 10 a.m. in the Home- Help!    The  Progress,    Fourth 
coming Parade through downtown Floor, Jones Building.) 
Richmond. Then at 1:30 they will      QUE8Ti0K: Could you pleas* 
BY JUDI LEDFORD 
Fine Art* Editor 
Richmond's Exiles will play for the semi-formal 
Homecoming Dance tomorrow from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in 
the Student Union Cafeteria. 
Tickets    for the dance are $4     They are currently promoting 
per couple..  They may be pur- their    first   Columbia   single 
chased at the Student Govern- "Church St Soul Revival," which 
explain to me why the Campus ment office. Room 201,  Student was    written and produced by 
Security Police have firearms? Unlon Building   at the cashier's   Tommy James.  "John Weather- 
Is there any particular reason ^ndow    in   the Administration man/' the flip side, was written 
■ 
T 
perform on the field of EKU's 
new stadium playing "Spinning 
Wheel." 
"The presence of Western's thm^ tiiejr J^ theni ^ c%nJ guudings and fromany fraternity by  '    group    members Jimmy they are great 
band will provide us with an even out thelP duties? If there are, e*.-orority.   Single tickets may stokley and Jimmy Pennlngton. 
greater     incentive     to     really ^^ you pleM6 explain what JJL be purchased at the Cash- 
shine," Mr. Grose said. the.* duties are? B. I*. senior. J^T, window. 
senu2wnbeTsSti°i!!dMign"'   ANSWER:    President    Martin    Tlusic will*be continuous from 
don"e    in a series^ Precision wointed   a committee to make 9-10:30 p.m., at which time the 
a  study of the Campus Safety 15 Homecoming Queen finalists 
At approxim- 
peared at concerts   and dances musicians and great guys. The 
with both groups. last of these Is Very   important 
His comments on the Exiles j° »• becau»» I work with a lot 
were. "I've sewn .hoot a. ^ffSbSi^T ™ "" 
many big name entertainers as He continued "The Delega- 
anyone, from Andy Williams to tton is the hottest band In Lex- 
The Rascals, The Raiders, The u^,,, n^ nowTThey'reayoung 
Four Tope, and The Supremos, froup with a tremendous amount 
and I have yet to see a group ^ talent. Their lead singersare 
put on as great a show as The great showmen^ 
E***§§«._ --        -   -»L       Decorations will include anea- 
"They give 110% all the time."    trance   with a door shaped like 
"Six professional professionals, a keyhole and a pink castle with 
showmen, great  a purple roof. 
* 
J 
a. 
Five   Student* OVER-'SEXED' 
re- movements, he said. Five sen- 
signed the routine and picked the 
arrangements. 
Arrangers 
Roger Dane and Doug Oatland, 
also seniors, did the arranging. 
After the crowing of the home- 
coming queen, the band will do 
a Precision drill routine to 
"Walk Wild." Twirler Robin Kid- 
well, will be featured to "The 
Breeze and I." 
At half-time the band re-enters 
by "Allegro" and breaks into 
the Beatles' "Hey, Jude." Rod 
Green will do a fire routine to 
"Light My Fire." A post-game 
score of three or four tunes will 
resound as the crowd disperses 
after the game. 
"Some bands give the same 
performance at every game," 
Mr. Grose said. "We don't; our 
show Is different every time; it 
is always original and not 'can- 
ned.' " 
will be presented, 
ately 11 p.m., the music will re- 
sume and continue until 1 a.m. 
Eastern's Penning Rifles 
have the exclusive rights on 
campus to sell flowers for home- 
coming.    Orders   for corsages 
The Exiles, five of whom are 
students or former students at 
Eastern are: 22-year-old organ- 
ist Bernie Faulkner a senior 
Law Enforcement and Political 
Science major; Robert " BUM" 
Cornelison. a 21-year-old Junior 
Speech and Drama "major, who 
plays piano and trumpet; 
■   L mm mBBSKBm 
Drum Major 
Drum Major Joe Kleycamp will lead the Marching Ma- 
roons Saturday during the Homecoming Parade and during 
their performance at new Hanger Field. 
Designers 
Mr. Grose and two graduate 
assistants, Arlle Noble and Lynn 
Looper, Jointly design Eastern's 
bands' performances. 
"Every minute that the band is 
on the field requires 30 man 
hours of planning and arranging. 
The 10-mlnute show demands a 
tremendous amount of time and 
effort—not counting the hours 
the  band spends rehearsing." 
One and a half hours a day- 
four days a week—are spent 
marching and practicing, Mr. 
Grose said. 
There are approximately 23 
piccolos, SB clarinets, 10 saxa- 
phones, 26 trumpets, six horns, 
17 trombones, seven baritones, 
nine sousaphones, 14 percussion, 
and one timpani in the march- 
ing band. 
(Continued on Page Thirteen) 
flee and which was adopted by the 
Board of Regents in January. 
1969. The part of me report 
dealing with equipment (fire- 
arms) states that: "Uniformed 
sworn officers shall be equipped 
with   a   .38  caliber police  re- night. 
volver, leather belt, handcuffs. -* Mums will be sold from 8 
handcuff pouch, leather pouch a.'m. until game time Saturday, 
and holster." Mr. Billy Lock- They will be available at all 
ridge director of Campus co-eds residence halls in front 
Safety and Security, said, "This of the student union during the 
equipment is worn as part of parade and outside the field 
their uniform during the night just prior to the game, 
shift, which is from 4 p.m. until 
8 a.m., and in times of stress    Formerly  The  'Fascinations' 
on campus.  Most of the security 
policemen  wear this equipment     During  their high school days 
during     the    day   because   of nere m Richmond, _all the boys, 
their    duty of   carrying   large wlth the exception •    of ' Bernie 
amounts  of   money  at various Faulkner, formed r group 'called 
times across the campus." Tmnf the Fascinations, 
the campus   policeman carries     Drummer Mack Davenport la- 
his firearm during the day to save tor renamed the group The Ex- . 
the time and   inconvenience of „ For a 8hort time    they two years ago, 
having to go back to their office Entertained   at local high school i^Lvf^rtaSe? at^S 
If they should be needed to carry ^^ and at local establish- %*Z*£^Mt£& 
T was here that Peggy Rogers. ££"   * ■£« - «* U»" 
then an agent for Dick   Clark ver*lty °* *«*»<**• 
Productions,   heard   the  Exiles 
and signed them for a number      Performed Before 35,000 
of "Where The Action Is" tours, 
rin. — i. M. fc**w*«  big name entertainers     They performed   at a charity 
"•*£.*£ no ^      «uch Mt TYM RMC,1«. B«J- Thom" benefit for the Lexington Klwams in the new Hanger Field, nor are M( B1tfy Joa p,,^ Gary Lewis Club this summer beforeacrowd 
and the Playboys, Sam the Sham' ^ 85000 at UK»g 8toU Field. 
and the Pharoabs, Tommy Roe,     Members of the Delegation are: 
Keith Allison and Steve Alaimo, janis Johnson and Steven "Butch" 
They have since   toured with Mobley lead singers: Tim Den- 
Additional Males 
Needed By Chorus 
9 
as a? 
K 
■»• 
r 
►He 
'4PSt 
•. 
I 
-  '*. 
residents who 
In this type of 'UK 
K 
by 
local   and area 
More men singers are needed __tov    alnelnc 
Eastern,     1966-68; Pennlngton, sing Handel's "Messiah" Dec.      Th0 chorus wUl be Joined 
20-year-old  bass guitarist, who 14    at Eastern,    according to fh9 Eastern Symphony Orchee-^ 
attended Eastern In 1967-68; Bll- Mr. Thomas A, Miller, chorus txWi   U|id#r tng dlraction of Mr. 
ly   Luxon,   23,   trumpet player conductor. Roland Vamos, two professional 
for the group who was a Busl-     He    said membership in the a6Maia for tenor and contral- 
ness   major at   EKU. 1966-67; Eastern-community chorus has to  solos      and Eastern music' 
and Stokley,        the group's lead reached 120, rising  from the 30 faculty members    Janette Am- 
singer, who attended Midwest- members who came for the first boise-Chaumont and Mr. Donald 
em   University,   Wichita  Falls, rehearsal. 
Texas   with a major In Account-     He said   additional men sing- 
ing.   ' era    are needed "to balance;' 
Faulkner la a native of Haaard. the tenor and bass sections ad-  38th   annuai presentation of the  
r 
The others hall from Richmond equately with the women's sect-  "Messiah" at Eastern. *,? 
and Madison County. lone, which are already   quite    . H^    students,    faculty    or,. 
The Delegation, a group of high well filled." staff    Interested In singing   In   '
lu 
school students from Lexington,     He added    "I am most   lm- ^ presentation    should   con- '. 
will appear with the Exiles si pressed at the tremendous re-  t^ Mr> Mfiler      *«   eoon as 
the dance.   Organised lees than sponse of the community and the possible, 
they have prev- enthusiastic participation   of the 
Henrlckson,   soprano  and bass 
soloists. 
The performance wUl be the. 
%h 
i 
money. 
••• 
QUESTION: Why dent we 
have more home night football 
gameeT 
ANSWER: 
_ i 
mere plans to   have any. 
nee 
QUESTION: Can the Student 
Court voice Jurisdiction over 
easee Involving traffic viola- 
tions? 
The Four Tops. Paul Revere and m^  and   William   Farra.   Jr. 
Signed Contract 
ANSWER: According to Betty 
Buschemeyer secretary of stu- 
dent court, the Court does have 
jurisdiction over traffic cases, 
which are    one of the court's     _.       „«.«.  «_«   -n..   ¥?««« 
* 2ftS wl?£jLH?.3sS! *> "«"* "or Date B«»i4.. li Sw*atrssss •*£ *- •* -*»** ■•«*— 
Jones Building. 
The   Raiders,   The Strawberry  trumpets; Doug Minor trombone- 
Alarm   Clock,   The Yardblrds, Larry Davis bass guitar; Randy 
Henn,    rhythm   guitar;   Wayne Lou Christie and Tommy James 
and the Shondells. 
' bla label, another subsidiary of 
'B8. 
Fields, lead guitar; and David 
Thompson, drums. 
Fileds and Thompson are the 
only   members   who have been 
with the    group since it 
formed In February MM. 
Jim Jordan, a disc Jockey at 
WVLK Lexington, who will be 
emceelng the dance,    has ap- 
for 
CAR ?nd HOME 
OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS       TAPE bECORDERS 
Cor Tops Players - Horn* Tap* Playwrs - Sfarto 
»'**  - W» .^■■l« U««Jnll   !■■>■■■** TOUT  CWCTTOHIC   nOXHHjHUi IW 
stem 
uto 
. A 
...the family store 
and 
: 
JTALOG 
ORDER 
CSNTKR 
ICHMDNO,  KENTUCKY} 1SS W. IRa/INK «T. 
*? 
SPECIAL RING WEEK 
-*"flH *t Anuf limn 
I ■ f 
10/24/69—10/31 /69 
Introducing: WALLACE'S EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY CLASS RING 
SAVE 
$5.00 
5$5.00 COWON 5*1 
GOOD FOR $5.00 
■ 
[ 
 i 
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Limit One Coupon To Each Purchoso       | 
Offer Eipires 10-3149        $5.00 ' 
ON ANY WALLACE'S 
CLASS RINGS 
BUY YOUR 
UNIVERSITY RING 
HERE 
SAVE 
$5.00 
A. 10 KT Yellow Gold 
B. Any Degree or Date 
C. Any Color Stone 
D. 4 initials Engraved 
No Extra Charge 
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Class Elections 
To Be Reheld 
BY 8TUABT REAGAN 
Staff Reporter 
ast Thursday's election of 
\as officers has been nullified, 
-.ordinc to James Pellegrlnon, 
.♦sident of the student assoc- 
ton. 
A date for re-election has not 
' an set, Pellegrlnon said. 
' The election was nullified af- 
several   ballots bad   been 
rked   improperly   due   to a 
_  Qting error, and could not be 
isolated by  computer,  Pelle- 
rinonsald. 
He said that the ballots had 
ot been printed correctly since 
Candidates for Student Council 
[ /flees had not been separated 
ccordlag to sex. Students were 
have elected one council re- 
Open Tryouts 
For Directing 
Set Today 
Open   tryouts   tor   directing 
jenes   will   be   this  afternoon 
om 4:30 to 6 p.m. in the Pearl 
.ichanan Theatre. 
Actors trytof out are asked to 
epare     a 3-5 minute scene 
. ther wltt another actor or in- 
vldually. 
Selected    scenes will be di- 
eted from the following plays: 
The  Wary  of  Anne Frank/' 
Roeencranta and GuUdenstern 
Are Dead," "Inherit the Wind," 
"The Apple Tree," "The Fan- 
tasttcks "     "Arsenic  and Old 
Lace," ''Blues for Mr. Charlie *' 
"Desire Under the Elms," and a 
one-act, "The Sandbox." 
Persons interested in crew 
work on these scenes are asked 
to sign op at tryouts. 
Production dates are Thursday 
«nd Friday, Dec 4 and 5, and 
Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 
"18. 
presentatlve of each sex from 
each class. 
Instructions on the ballot in- 
dicated that students should vote 
for one person from each class 
for each office, though one mem- 
ber of each sex was to have 
been elected for the council of- 
fices. 
Council Votes Void 
Ballots on which students had 
voted for a member of each sex 
for the Council also were reject- 
ed, Pellegrlnon said. 
The names of two candidates 
were omitted from the ballots. 
Other candidates had only part 
of their name on the ballot, Pell- 
egrlnon said. 
Thursday's   election   ot     18 
Homecoming Queen candidates 
also was nullified and was re- 
held Monday. 
James Culbertson, senior and 
who was In charge of the e- 
lectlon, said that an extension 
of the deadline tor submission 
of election petitions complicated 
the ballot preparation. 
The deadline was changed from 
Wednesday, Oct. 8, to Friday, 
Oct. 10. 
Rushees To Meet 
Next Wednesday 
BY KAREN MARTIN 
Women's Editor 
aRVSRRlBBlaRlRRRRr 
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Pigskin Problems 
It's not often motorists on the Eastern By- 
Pass have to stop for a football in the road. 
But two student assistants had to retrieve 
this football which bounded onto the by-pass 
from new Hanger Field during the Austin 
Peay  game.    '      (Photo  by   Craig. Clover) 
Girls who have registered for 
sorority rush must attend     an 
orientation meeting on next Wed- 
nesday from 7-9:48 p.m. In Room 
108, Crabbe Library. 
Purposes of the general meet- 
ing are to Introduce the system 
of rush and to assign each rushee 
to a rush counselor. 
Rush   counselors are: Mary 
Moore,   Marty ChUders,   Sara . 
Vice, Lee Ratllff, Sherry  De- 
rooda and Jackie Reeves. 
"The rush counselors are 
members of the Panhellenlc As- 
sociation who have'deassociated 
themselves from their chapters," 
Mary Moore, chairman of the 
rush committee, said. 
"These girls are at the dis- 
posal of the rushees at any time 
to answer questions, give advice 
and resolve conflicts impartially 
so each can devote herself to 
the group system - not the in- 
dividual organization," she said. 
On Saturday, Nov. 1 at 11:30 
a.m. open houses will be on 
sorority floors in the women's 
residence halls. Rushees will at- 
tend each open house with their 
assigned group. 
Sunday, Nov. 2, rush coun- 
selors will distribute Invitations 
for the first invitational party 
on Monday, Nov. 3. Rushees are 
allowed to attend all six invi- 
tational parties. 
"When the invitations are dis- 
tributed, they must be turned 
back to the rush counselors with 
either an acceptance or a regret," 
Miss Moore said. 
The same procedure will be 
followed for the second invita- 
tional party on Wednesday, Nov. 
8. Rushees can attend four In- 
vitational parties on this date. 
Invitations for the preference 
part on Nov. 7 will be distri- 
buted Thursday, Nov. 6, and rush- 
ees  can attend three parties. 
On Nov. 7, preference cards 
will be filled out at a central lo- 
cation and turned in. 
Bids   for pledging will be dis- 
tributed on Sunday, Nov. 9. 
House Councils Selecting 
Judiciary By Tomorrow 
House councils in women's 
residence halls are to select 
members for Judicial councils 
by tomorrow according to Mrs. 
Jeanette W. Crockett Director of 
Women's Residence Halls. 
Judicial councils. Judg- 
ing bodies ot the dormitories, 
will meet Monday with Mr. Don- 
ald   Smith to discuss the Powell 
Report. 
"Mr. Smith's remarks  will be 
directed to the Judicial council, 
but I feel it is important tor the 
house council, counselors and the 
resident director to understand 
fully this portion of the Powell 
Report on student righto and re- 
sponsibilities,"   Mrs.   Crockett 
Tardy Submissions Blamed 
Mr. Patrick Ridgley, director 
of the division of data process- 
ing, said mat ballots were sub- 
mitted to his office as tatte as 
Tuesday before the election, four 
days after toe original deadline. 
"With each new name we had 
to redesign toe printing plate," 
he said. 
Sex Has Met Its Death, 
Says Professor Cherrington 
"Sex is dead," Jerry D. Cher- school children are encouraged 
rlngton, assistant professor of   to bring the whispered words of 
lng in their sexuality and their 
freedom, but ot two scared and 
sampel after sample of the 
square, shapeless angular; i u »i*u *"« »««•""• »"•«>,    i , Dru m WIUSIWIWI uiu» » i au DUI W IWU &r u BUU    SUHJNUBM »I«UI»I 
> **i . Philosophy, told the Logos club the playground into the classroom unhappy young people leaning on dresses that resolutely deny that 
He said the first column on the ^^ggg^ ni-nt. for open discussion,"   he .said, each other as if to say to them- they coverwarm, soft, curvy fe- 
ballot was printed unclearly be-      <<Tne d     ^ 90BaUt$ sexual     He also said that It permits the gelves, to each other and to toe  male flesh.' 
cause they had to be printed   frg#dom l8 n,re   ^^ lt    has creation ot spedsl high schools World: 'See? We know the game. „,..«„„«. iwhvAniU 
lot were^-^Culberts^. "^^ that you have not     He '.aid that it enable, both £ ^ rage* this point in our his- 
Culbertson said various elect- ttaan aW0 ^ ^ fact nboat clerlcg „& Hymen within the tory? 
Fraternities 
Burgeoning 
The   growth   of   fraternities 
.t Eastern has  been noted 
a newspaper article syadlca 
by the Kew York Wines News 
Service. 
"Fraternities have burgeoned 
•t...Eastern Kentucky Unlver- 
slty," the article said. 
• snesjr. 
cuiD cs  MUU VMWUB o^- h_^_ wnra Q, m<8 #«»* a u i s and  la iuu m «?J»_ „ «,    .   .,   .,  o 
CWUA.V.WU.. ~~ i..., -—»— — i ^gj raised in tne age ox sen- 
work the polls after volunteering g^ty you have been reared in 
for the Job. ,«•«*.-- 
Approximately 5,000 students 
voted, Culbertson said. 
*     '   ' —"■ 
Sholaodeiv 
New Minister 
AtBSC 
Still Plenty Of Sex 
colleges, such as East- 
are declining at larger 
orn schools such as the 
 sty of Illinois. 
The story, by Bernard Wete- 
raub, appeared on Page BS of 
last Sunday's Louisville Oourler- 
leomal * Times.  
xtivittes 
Questionnaire 
Works 
AU Women's  Activities Ques- 
tionnaires  will be    distributed 
o upper classmen by tomorrow, 
ccordlng  to Pat Newell grad- 
ate    assistant to the dean of 
'omen. 
"Results of the questionnaire 
aould  be     tabulated  by next 
•onday " she said. 
ulatlon of the question- 
will servo as a guide for 
use council and the rosi- 
hall programmer In plan- 
i activity program for each 
ft residence 
Rev.   Douglas 
graduate  of  Louisiana College > 
and the   New   Orleans  Baptist 
Theological   Seminary,  IsV   the 
new campus minister at the Bap- 
tist Student Center. 
Rev. Sholander who will be co- 
ordinator of all the activities at 
the center said that activities 
at the BSU will remain basical- 
ly the same. 
BSU has weekly 
days in which your sensibilities 
have been destroyed," he said. 
He said that the amplified and 
electronic music shatters ear-      "Maybe there has been a major 
drums   and   makes   people In* g^ift in 'attitudes and. awareness, 
capable of    hearing toe softer but, you may protest, there is 
voices of sensuality. still plenty of sex in evidence 
Speaking about sexual attitudes, gjjd that would not be possible 
Professor Cherrington said that u sex Is really dead." 
the code of toe Victorians was «just look about the campus 
blunt, rigid, and unyielding. He and you will find toe same old 
quoted Professor Nevltt Sanford sensuous wrestling matches, ex- 
i W«ahtoi««Blvarslty as saying, cent that eaehyear' they get bolder 
"...in the 1920*s and 30's college and bolder," he continued. 
mlsslve...people who could be sity in Washington, O.C. made 
seduced because they felt that they me aware," Professor Cher- 
bad little else to offer." rlngton said, "there was a time 
when the campus idol and the cam 
'Sixties Brought Freedom'     Pu* sweetheart—the aggressive 
and toe lovely, toe healthy and 
Pointing out the change In at- the attractive—were toe lovers 
tltude that took place over   the on the lawn." 
year,    Professor   Cherrington     He said that the ones that were 
dead," Professor Cherrington 
said. "Flip through 'Vogue' or 
even the fashion pages of your 
local newspaper, and you will 
ment.  It  is the Joyous reward 
for having entered a relationship 
with loving concern," he con- 
cluded.  
B. T. SPURWN Realty Co. 
208 Collins St.. Richmond. Ky. 
Phone 6234075 
"Choose a firm whose members are graduates 
of our University." 
15 yrs. experience In Real Estate 
We Charge 2% Commission 
■ess Sparta 
Real Estate Broker 
623-6082 
N. 
*U-»IB4 
The vesper /—», —    TT-.Z~*—     —JP—- —. —-: --—-n 
services and    choir practices, said, "The 60's brought the per- doing the biological wrestling now 
Row Sholander said that in ad-  lod      of   sexual  freedom that   were too scrawny, pimple-faced ;■ 
ditton* to toe services already everyone had thought was going boys—the kind Holden Caulfleld 
provided by the BSU discussion to be the sexual, panacea thatev- WOuld have called 'hard up guys'-- 
groups concerning several col- oryone wanted. and fat and frowsy girls who need 
legiate-oriented problems    are   ' "The   common   admission of have no fear of walking across 
planned for the near future. sexuality ultimately has found   the campus at midnight. 
He  said   that he hopes sta- expression in franker sex-edu-      "They create a picture not of 
dents will be responsive to toe cation courses in which grade two healthy, lusty animals revel- 
discussion groups, which he says 
will   be   organized by  students 
at toe center. 
The Baptist Student Union 
is located a the corner of Kit 
Carson and University Drive, and 
Is open seven days a week. 
Rev. Sholander came to campus 
earlier this month. 
Hold It Up High. Big Boy! 
ted.-ikioils. dotsMedofefc hombnrggr sond- 
h that is acclaimed the finest in the land! 
fry a Rig lay sondwich platter, which hscwd. 
es the jew style Cote Slaw and the mouth-wof- 
ering trench fries.  Frisch's has GOT IT! 
.**■ *•.«»« 
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yscf iBIG BOY 
Across From The Campus 
New Holiday One Hour Clean- 
ers of America Now Open in Hie 
University Shopping Center. 
Since flte Grand Opening Prices 
were so popular we are extend- 
ing any 6 garments for only ° 
ffitttBet 
MONTAG 
STATIONERY SPECIAL 
100 SHEETS 
»ffffiVtTb>ET*    ™ 
'& sV 
88c 
Mh »-K 
HOW SMART YOU ARE! 
How comfortable—and how 
fashionable ... in genuine 
Bass Weejuns® moccasins. 
Don't you wish you had 
another new pair? 
I 
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B&H SHOE 
Offer good 
until November 1. 
Furs, Suedes, Bleats Extra Charge 
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Co-eds Exchange Resourcefulness For Cash 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This story i» the fourth Progress in- 
depth article this year. The story, written by Women'! Editor 
Korea M«rt:n, examines the collegiate counterpart to the "work- 
in* wife" — the working college girl) 
Eastern co-eds are ignoring the national unem- 
ployment statistics and are using feminine resourceful- 
ness to overcome the usual student complaint, 'Im 
broke," by working at various jobs both on and off 
campus. 
According to Eastern's Office of Financial Assist- 
ance, 584 co-eds are employed on campus in institu- 
tional and federal programs. And approximately 150 
co-eds are employed by off-campus businesses. 
Sharing The   working   collage  co-ad the "Little Pleasures Gift Shop" ant 15 hours a weak, the Junior 
earns about fLSO an hour and a boutique store In Cincinnati, girl cltlina 'at»a all rlgWunleaa •nvioyeee  « 
rarely works over 12 hours a "I work to keep the money com- yoo get out late two nights in a «"■■ 
week, they report. She generally lng in," she said. row. 
encounters some problems In 
scheduling hours for study, but 
feels that the money she earns Is 
a plus factor In helping her par-     g   . a long-distance 
ents meet college expenses. w-#|Mnd ^ ^^ avnA; "be-' 
, 
More Flexible 
the enthusiasm of the 
employers. 
Seller,  owner-manager 
of the Golden Rule Restaurant, 
said "They stay when they come. 
What happens then?   "I cry apve been using giris here for the 
lot.    There's sonfe problem in i^t 12 years, and I've   had no 
scheduling my time." complaint with them." 
girls we hire because we can af- Merchandising for youth Is 
ford to be choosey " he contln- *ls0 » Plus factor In hiring coeds 
ued. "Students are very good for Norman Cockerham owner- 
workers. Tney can converse m*M**?,r of the two Elizabeth 
with people Intelligently and Dress Sh0P> in Richmond, 
their quality Is a little better "They're decorative fixtures, 
than the average." but *iso functional," he claimed. 
Dorrnan   Crabtree  a former "u "»•*   *** »• need a certain 
cause I need the time down here good." she continued, "and you  „_,,.,__ 
to study." eet  a free meal alter work." %™*?Z  
Taking a less serious view. 
Helps Background 
Advantages 
Winnie     Malatesta,     junior. 
Sophomore Sue Haas Is a coun- 
selor in Telford Hall. Although 
the reported time for her Job 
is 11 hours a week "I feel it's s Grtfl .opbonjor, cUlm, 
an overtime job/' she said. ."^^■^SK; here J 
"Each counselor has three floors .,,     f Z^Z,    It^Ti JZ i«" 
sponsibillty   for the girls If they IJ"^^^ ^^   at ^ umver- 
grt sick, or in some other emer- STthinkTshe will 
gency, even If we're off duty." ^fa^fr work#   ««It.s a w, 5 
«h- ««IH  ««~? tho,-o»J .1 J»Zm&* *ork« in **»• rocord department 
Sne?J ••onthere'salwaysthe ^ Wallace's Bookstore and gains 
Anottier   employee at the Um- ZJ^ETfStltt £ 
versity Shop, sophomore Janice ^ "Sf^,SSffa-dof 
nt ria««M 'somd   practical experience   in 
But she finds some inter- pusiness. 
ference with activities. "I can't . Economic practicality Is the 
keep up with everything," she concern of Owen Adams senior, 
said. "But I've worked for three who is married, works 15 hours 
years and I'U probably keep it a week and takes 17 hours of 
up.    I have to pay for most of classes. Working    for Univer- 
"But the working condittoosare u J~ „JuMkm tor'Don 
Keeping   In  touch with youth student at Easternand manager of 1*DVI & ** "•    *• a matter 
owner of The Louise 
Dress Shop. "Surrounding your- 
self with a certain agegrouphas 
Its  advantages," he said. "The 
girls can help me choose the 
young styles of clothing that 
will appeal to their age group." 
Brltts,    uses members of his °* ttct. * try to lean on them for 
selected "College Board" as em- ■*?«*" 
ployees. Cockerham also believes coed 
According   to   Crabtree    the ««nployees are more thoughtful. 
Board will eventually be Involved     "w« "■<» * fashion show last 
'We're very pleased 
in the planning of the store. 
"This year the College Board will 
be selecting merchandise for 
spring and summer and several 
members will   'take, over' key 
It." 
week, and the girls really took 
good care of the merchandise,'' 
he said. "In addition, they have 
a real drawing power; their 
friends come in to see them and 
to buy." 
Coffee, Tea Or 
co-eda who "earn their 
a customer at Chappy'i 
Senior Linda Gates, one of many 
keep" by working, pours coffee for 
Restaurant . 
(Staff Photo By Larry W. Bailey) 
However she feels there are 
advantages. "It's Just working 
with people," she said. "I like 
to get to know all of the girls. 
You're able to know them better 
than Just saying 'hi' to them 
In the halls." 
In contrast, Claudia Wester- 
mann senior, drives 100 miles 
to Cincinnati every weekend for 
her 12 hour a week Job. She's 
worked at a Shopper's Charge 
agency there for   3 1/2 years. 
"It gets awfully tiring and you 
miss out on a lot of activities," 
she claimed. "But it doesn't 
Interfere with my studies, and 
I get paid more at home. Be- 
sides, I want to help out my par- 
ents/' 
Another   commuter employee, 
freshman Joyce Cook, works at 
my school expenses." 
Beneficial 
•'Public contact makes up for 
the time drawback, however. "You 
meet a lot of people," she said, 
Judy Stanley another off - 
campus employee also finds 
the going a bit rough. 
Working for the first time as 
a waitress at Chappy's Restaur- 
slty School Relations, she re- 
solves the time shortage with 
"no sleep, and studying during 
the day when I have time. 
Senior Lynn Scott sometimes 
finds too much public contact 
in her job at the Bear and the 
Bull. "You get a lot of guys 
bothering you." she said. "And 
your feet get tired." Her 25 
hour work week is strenuous but 
she feels she "would rather 
work  there  than on campus." 
Eastern's 10 Greek Fraternities 
Complete Rush And Select Pledges 
«ew members of ^^uPfJJon clutUrbuck,   Richard Cook, Bob 
Colony are:   _fon_<Bock,_ Alton Bkle.     Price     Goldston/ Jim 
BY JEFF BONNE LI, 
Staff Reporter 
Tn. ten Greek social frater- g^^ffiM %*&»* ^fiES 
ties on Eastern's campus have Kenny Idle. Jim MacKonxle. Jack £mv 
aZZ??m   .JD^MW ni l n y-. 
completed  their  week of rush CDonnel, "Prior Phillips, Terry 
activities and selected pledges. p rather,   Freddy Bailiff, Roger 
The prospective pledges met Schomaker, Larry Solvey, and 
In the Grtse Room of the Combs Gary Steen. 
Building on Oct. 10 to file their Also, Greg Stoner, Steve 
choices of fraternities. After strausbaugh Ron Terry Jody 
the fraternity and rushee lists Vance Russ Wiley, Carl Ken- 
were compiled, bids were given daU Jim Arthur and Dan Arga- 
outat 6 p.m. to the new pledgee, bright 
Pledges for Alpha Cbl Alpha 
fraternity are:   Ron Talbot, Don 
Talbot,   John   Prather,     Greg 
Skaggs, Dwayne Straub Ron Al- 
lison Tim DnrisUL Ron Spen- 
ser, Lynn Johnson, Randy Long, 
and Doug Harvey. 
Pledges for Beta OmicronChi 
.frstsWtj -arei Rranhs«iemey- 
^r, Roger -Jones, Hihaiensley, 
BUI Wilson, Jim Meadors, Wil- 
liam Lewis, Denver Baker Bart 
frown    Tom Campbell, Larry 
Fred    Brennon   Gordon 
Guy  Botts  and    Larry 
Kappa Alpha Order pledges 
are:     Don Adams   Steve Aker 
Steve   Barnhart,   Dennis Brant, 
Buck  Thomas,  and Deward Vin- 
cent. 
Sigma Nu Colony pledges are: 
Duke Baxter, Neville Blake- 
more, Billy Covlngton, Larry 
Farmer and 8am ward. 
Theta Chi Colony pledges are: 
Michael Blacketer, Billy Joe 
Frailer Len Holland, and Mike 
Welch. 
Pledges for   Tau Kappa Epsl- 
lon fraternity are:   Paul 
Adamo,  Art Casslll, Mike Hold, 
Galib    Kowojth, Larry    Long, 
JOHN W. SHEARER SMITHS 
& HAIR STYLING FOR MEN 
Asks that you try all Barber Shops, Then come to the original 
Heir Styling Shop of Richmond, for the professional shaping7 
of year hair. 
Phone 623-9128 
B , 
Dado, 
Jett, 
GlrUn. 
Miss Faulkner 
D. U. Sweetheart 
Delta Upsilon Colony has se- 
lected its Sweetheart for this 
year. Sherry AUyson Faulkner. 
Miss Faulkner was presented 
a necklace with an owl, her sor- 
ority symbol, CM Omega. Also 
on the necklace was the Delta 
Upsilon crest. She was present- 
ed to the fraternity at Delta 
Upsllon'a Preference Party 
last week in Lexington. 
BUI   Brown,   J.'   Allen   Howell, Mike Stodghlll and Charlie Vogel. 
Buddy   Nunn John Payne, Mike j  
3S2HrJXT' Two From EKU 
Omega    Phi Pal    fraternity f 
pledges    are:    Cliff Beecham, \ a f "Meefirkg 
Phillip    Brown,     Marty   Gool,|/lVl'  WlCCUllg 
James Marshall, Jimmy Welch !   WAflmNrTnN  D r    T-« ~ and Don Young. j WASHINGTON, D.C.--'Two ca- 
^ . dots   of   the   Reserve   Officers 
Pledges for Phi Delta Theta Training Corps at Eastern have 
Fraternity are: Jim Brown, attended the 15th annual meeting 
Jim Damns. Pat Geroii Phil of the Association of the United 
Liies, Jim Mathlas, Bob Ridder, states Army here last week. 
Gary Schokley and Steve White- They are William Farrell and 
house. Carl Doctor. 
Pledges for Pi Kappa Alpha Both are representing the 
fraternity; Dan Bach, Trip Lt John "Nick" Combs Mem- 
Bodloy. Terry Bowman.    Owen ortal Company at Eastern, one of 
morethan 70 AUS A companies af- 
filiated with ROTC units across 
the country. 
Easy Job 
Eastern cheerleaders should have little trou- 
ble Saturday arousing student enthusiasm 
when rival Western invades new Hanger 
Field for the Colonels' Homecoming  Game. 
A capacity crowd is expected for Kentucky's 
most  intense  football  battle.  Students   are   j 
urged to   go early. _^ 
(Staff Photo by Thmoas Dwaine Riddell) 
Homecoming 
Be sure to visit the 
Trading Post 
for those everyday frontier prices. 
Across from Daniel Boone 
Fried Chicken 
EASTERN BY-PASS 
(Continued from Page One) 
crowning     of the   Homecoming 
Queen, will begin at 1:30. 
Kickoff time for the Eastern- 
Western clash will be at 2 p.m. 
The Colonels' season record 
is 8-1 while they are 2-1 
in  the Ohio Valley Conference 
First Concert 
Set Tuesday 
Campus Flick 
MOTION PICTURE 
ATTRACTIONS 
HIRAM BROOK 
AUDITORIUM 
October 28 — Thursday 
I LOVE TOU 
ALICE B. TOKLAS 
Peter Sellers, 
Leigh Taylor-Young 
Oct. 24 * 25 — FrL * Sat. 
KKNNER 
Jim Brown, Robert Coote 
Madlyn Rhue 
The first concert of the Rich- 
Community Concert ser- 
ies, of which Eastern Kentucky 
for a second place tie. The university is co-sponsor will 
Hilltoppers    are 2-2-1 overall >*, presented in the Hiram Brock 
!?* 1_8   M111 S? SHCJ^ir^Jl. Auditorium Tuesday evening Oct. five-way tie for the conference ^ ^ 8:00 p>m> 
c*SSr* -i« w , ii „~«'   ?*• performers are 28 of the The    game   will be followed ^t  gymphony mu^cton, from 
at 4:30 p.nu by a ^f^UagS^SSSS.   A    feature of 
alumni In Walnut Hall, Student ^ orchMtrm u that they per- 
Ul£on*        , ... form without a conductor. 
Homecoming    activities   wllir-^ orobestra,founded in 1851, 
end with two events at Arlington, has performed in most of theim- 
A buffet dinner is scheduled portent cities in the entire world. 
from 6 to 8 p.m. i &e ioag concert tour was in Oer- 
A   student dance will be from w^ggj  Holland, Portugal, Spain, 
8 p.m. to 1 a.m., with   a bus; feossA    Sweden,   Luxembourg, 
providing transportation between Belgium and   during   the sum- 
the Student Union 
barn at Arlington. 
andtheMule- mer in the 
Festival. 
Wursburg   Mosart 
VVfiifi Dixie Welcomes E.K.U. Students 
'DeUciou*  'Wot 0?<wU...%t4dcf t* eat... 
Bar B-Q Chicken 
WHOLE 
LB. 79c 
PIPING HOT BAR B Q 
Spore Ribs 
$119 
LB. 
Colgate Tooth Paste 
FAMILY SIZE 75t 
LOCAL THRIFTY MAID 
Orange Joke »rv 
% GAL. 39C 
ALL FLAVORS CANNED CHEK DRINKS 
Everyday    Low  Prices II F0R 99( 
The concert Is open to all stu- 
dents upon presentation of their 
rooard. .  
October 27 — Monday 
THE PRIME OF 
MISS JEAN BRODIE 
Maggie SmiUr.Robert Stephens 
October 28 — Tuesday 
Ne Movie 
Prague Chamber Orchestra 
Oct. 28-88 — Wed. * ThuraT 
NO WAY TO TREAT 
A LADY 
Bed Steiger, Lee Remlck, 
George Segala 
Eileen  Heokart 
Oct. 81, Nov. 1 — FrL A Sat. 
THE tJGXY ONES 
Richard Wyler, Thomas MilWn 
SELECTED SHORT 
SUBJECTS ALL PROGRAMS. 
Ticket Office Opens 748 p-m, 
Show Start* 8:00 pan. 
Admission 75c 
Gknoren (under 12) - 50c 
CHRYSLERS 
IMPORT CARS 
Sittita - Alpine - Minx 
Tiger   Sunbeam Alpine imp 
RICHMOND 
MOTOR COMPANY 
517 NORTH SECOND ST. j       DIAL 623-5441 
CALL OR SEE 6IP PARKE OR LESTIR EVERSOLE 
Welcome Back Alumni 
and enjoy a 
HOMECOMING VICTORY 
a 
in the new 
HANGER FIELD 
s our reasons 
BROWSING TIME IS 11 TO 8 P.M. DAILY 
ON CONVENIENT SOUTH 2nd STREET 
i 
. 
\ 
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Marching Maroons 
To Perform Saturday 
(Continued from Page Tea) 
Dr. Donald Cooper,work*with 
percussion, and Professor Robert 
Hartwell Is the announcer. 
Joe Kleycamp.afreshmanfrom 
Russell, Is this year's dram ma- 
jor. 
The U majorettes are Debbie 
Black, Fran cine Hackworth.Barb 
One Last Chance 
Because of a camera failure 
late yesterday, makeup pictures 
for the Milestone will be taken 
today (Thursday) from 11:30 a.m. 
until 7 p.m. In the Student Union 
Building. Today is the final day 
for class pictures. 
Harrison, Shannon Logan, Kathy 
Marcum,  Jayne Mason, Sandy 
Reeves, Jill Snyder, Alice Tur- 
ner, Phyllis Wenderfer and Eli- 
zabeth wojclechowskl. 
"Only 40% of the band's mem- 
bers   are   music  majors.  The 
other 60%  come from various 
coUeges  and fields. We don't 
like to restrict membeshlp to 
music majors. Anyone with prev- 
ious    experience who likes   to 
march  and play will   be wel- 
comed." Mr.Grose said. 
The band will travel to Mur- 
ray and Morehead for the con- 
ference games Nov. 1 and Nov. 
*2. 
Royalty Personified 
Last year's Homecoming Queen was Louise Flook, who since       year's event included a Colonels victory over Murray and a 
has won the Miss Kentucky title.  Other highlights, of last 
dance featuring B. J. Thomas. 
Homecoming Parade Saturday At 10 A.M. 
shlng Rifles, O; Alpha Delta PI, Little Theatre, B. 
(Continued from page Nine)    Q.   g^ omicron Chi, O; Kap-     Also, Omega Phi Psi, O; KY- 
Ipa Dalta Tau, O, and Delta O- pa PM Delta,   O;   Tau   Kappa MA   Club, O; Alpha Chi Alpha. g 
I micron of Kappa Delta Soror- Epsilon, O; Sigma Nu, O; Del- B: Veterans Club, O; Freshman §: 
ISB. ta Theta, B; Theta Chi, O; Phi Class, B; HPER Club, O; Sen- 
Also. Delta UPsllon. O; Per- Delta  Theta. O,  and Eastern jor class, O; Chi Omega,_B; 
9$ 
$* 
'Home Cooked Food' 
N. 2nd St. 
Pi Kappa Alpha, O; Home Ec- 
onomics and Industrial Education 
Clubs, O, and Baptist Student 
Union, O. 
Also, Junior Class, O; Sopho- 
more Class, B; Model Lab School, 
B; EKU Association of Nursing 
Students, O;  Newman Club, O, 
and Kappa Alpha, O. 
Themes were not available at 
Progress deadline since many or- 
ganisations were altering their 
themes and their classes. 
Downtown Tonight 
sssss 
Students Can Get 'Kicks' 
At Mulebarn Dance Saturday 
(Continued from Pafe Nme) 
"See," ho shouted "students 
Just don't know enough about this 
plane." 
Poynter Is determined to make 
the Mulebarn a popular meeting 
place for students. The featured 
singer In Saturday's band, re- 
cording starlet Jamie Kaye, is 
his niece, and she Is waiving her 
normal few for her performance. 
"I won't   be hurt if this place 
falls. I will still have a Job* 
ho matter what happens, he em- 
phasized. 
"But I'm sure that students 
are missing a groat opportun- 
ity If they don't start utilising 
this facility. Only 
are allowed hero . . . faculty 
members and administrators 
are strictly taboo. 
. "What also could students 
want?" 
WHILE YOU WAIT 
[ENGRAVING FREE 
ALL PURCHASES 
AME BRAND MERCHANDISE! 
ONLY At: 
KESSLER JEWELERS 
Richmond's Finest Jewelry Store For 25 Yrs. 
Begleys Next Door 623-1292 I 
Canf ield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
AQ Makes Serviced 
JOHHSOH OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Acrow From Krogen—Phone 623-4010 
Council Studying 
'Free University' f«    Vj 
Student Council representative pared statement, suggested mat 
Kip Cameron Tuesday success- courses whidh are not Included in 
fully introduced a motion for the the present curriculum at East- 
study of a "Free University" em could be taught In campus 
at Eastern. facilities by volunteer pro- 
Cameron, reading from a pre- fesaors.  
MOONNIGHT 
SALE 
500 pr.   1st quality mesh 
plain knit 
or 
Parity Hose 2 pr  1 99 
S colors . . • limit 6 pr. 
Any blouse or shirt 
purchased tonight 7: to  10: 
MONOGRAMMED 
for just     59* 
■*■ 
Richmond 
One-Hour Cleaners 
EKVICE 
'Martimzing1 
Watch for our Speck* 
Mou.i Tues.i Wed. 
MOST in Dry Cleaning 
Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY 
TwoDrive-ln Windows 
423-3939 311 W. Main 
3 coordinated groups 
famous name 
SPORTSWEAR 
Includes blouses, sweaters, skirts, 
vests, slacks, skirts, pant skirts 
and tunic tops. 
BURGERMATIC 
ON EASTERN  IY-PASS 
•i 
Hamburgers 18< 
French Fries 18c 
Chuck Wagon, 
Creamy Milkshakes 
i: 
Kick Off The Homecoming Victor 
A Pizzo 
U   ' -, •    | 
>er»     • 
PIZZA 
*.» 
V* .*"*■* 
Tonight 
price 
Save 5. or 10. on every Coat 
or Car Coat 
■STS 
SOUTH SEC0H0 ST. 
-623-5400 I 
ON YOUR WAY TO TOWN 
> *JU. 
CRUSADER — by Cobbles — 10-8 heeL A real eoaapoalea for 
MM casual scene. The slightly aquare-toed sUp-oa with Ks hlgh- 
rldlng tengne and wide strap. Punched with mold perfe and aa 
antique metal buckle. It'e great with plaids, fringe aad saede 
things.   Smooth calfskla in tan.    * j  Q r> 
JAM'S SHOES - Main St. 
THE GOAL IS ALWAYS GOOD AT 
ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE 
L 
am ■HHl nUnmmmn 
&**••#?-. ' m 
— ' ---■'   ■■ - " 
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LOOKING FOR A BLAST  SATURDAY NIGHT ? 
?<s 
WITH FELLOW ! 
THE MULEBARN 
Recording Starlet Jamie Kaye and the "Evolution of Sound* 
from 8-1. 
/ 
$1.50 stag. $2.00 drag 
Shuffle bus service to the Mulebarn will leave 
;i 
the Student Union Building Saturday at 7, 8 and 9 p.m. 
and will return late. DCNN& wumr. wocx. n**r. WHtt *AT* ■OWAID 
'■-.} 
WELCOME BACK ALUMNI 
WEKU-FM 88.9 50,000 WATTS 
KENTUCKY'S MOST POMRfUi EDUCAT/ONAl 
RADIO  VO/Cf 
NOW IH OUR 2nd YEAR Of PUBLIC SERVICE 
TO THE COMMONWEALTH 
THE MULEBARN. WHERE SIX 
DENTS MEET TO STUDY. DAN< 
AND ESCAPE FROM PROFS 
AND ADMINISTRATORS 
OPEN 
SUN.. TUES., WED.. THURS. 
5-11 P.M. 
FRIDAY SATURDAY—5-12 P. 
COL. Mm 
HEAR COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL EKU SPORTS EVENTS 
• SPORTS REPORT — 5:15-5:30 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH 
• LATE SPORTS — 9:45 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY. 
• EKU FOOTBALL WITH COACH ROY KIDO — THURSDAY 9:30 P.M. 
• EKU BASKETBALL WITH COACH GUY STRONG — THURSDAY 9:30 
P.M. (Beginning Nov. 27). 
• OVC ROUNDUP WITH PETE SCHNEIDER - FRIDAY 9:30 P.M. 
• SPECIAL  SPORTS  PROGRAMS. 
Compliments of 
k 
BOOK STORE 
